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Executive Summary
The present deliverable reports the work performed within the task “T1.4 Definition of technical
specifications and ICT system architecture”. This document delivers a more detailed overall architecture
of the DRIMPAC framework in relation to the high-level architecture of the DoA in order to facilitate
development of the ICT modules necessary for achieving the technical objectives of the project.
Starting from the DoA, the actors that participate in the Demand Response framework of DRIMPAC
have been identified and for each of these actors, the revenue flow was defined and expressed as business
case. These business cases are the high-level incentives for an actor to use DRIMPAC and are considered
a starting point to define generic use cases. The latter, will describe the sequence (steps) necessary for
the realization of explicit and implicit DR scenarios and be applicable to all pilot sites. These generic
use-cases will be analyzed in more detail in T4.5, where the specific test cases for each pilot site will be
defined, based on the actors, devices and service provision capabilities of each site.
Regarding the DSO and the Aggregator, who are the explicit DR market participants in DRIMPAC, the
detailed interactions are specified in Universal Smart Energy Framework (USEF) Flexibility Transfer
Protocol (UFTP), which was released in late 2019 and updated its specifications in 2020, and fits
perfectly with DRIMPAC set of actors. In addition, USEF provides the specifications for DSO –
Aggregator interface that will be utilized as a reference implementation, which will be configured and
extended with the necessary user interfaces of DRIMPAC framework. Since USEF/UFTP will be
exploited for the implementation of the DSO and Aggregator market interactions, the architecture
specifications, data models and use cases for UFTP are not part of the DRIMAC architecture and are
not included in this document. Nevertheless, the implemented UFTP use cases and their extensions
related to the DRIMPAC solution will be reported in D2.4 “DRIMPAC interoperability layer prototype”.
Considering that, USEF implementation provides a reference that should be adapted to accommodate
the DRIMPAC framework, DRIMPAC’s Demand Response Management System (DRMS) will
interface with USEF. In this context, the DRMS will act as an intermediary between the USEF and the
flexibility assets, providing the necessary knowledge. To that extend, the necessary modules of the
DRMS will be specified in order to provide the necessary flexibility and forecasting information to
USEF actors, following the data model specifications of USEF. Furthermore, the middleware that will
connect the assets with DRIMPAC’s DRMS is specified, with a view to feature a fundamental
OpenADR VTN/VEN implementation. Finally, other field – level components are identified and
specified; the smart box gateway which will connect all the heterogeneous protocols and standards at
the residential and commercial building domains, the OpenADR-IEC61850 gateway which will
interface with district-level DER management systems that feature IEC61850 and the flexibility
extraction modules.
The present document is a thorough description of the system architectural design, with a view to address
the first review’s outcome. Thus, the conceptual architecture description is followed by the use cases of
the DRIMPAC solution that are applicable to the implicit and explicit DR Scenarios. Finally yet
importantly, the pilot deployment architecture is identified and reported at this document. It is worth
mentioning that the necessary advancements and updates that may arise through the course of the project
will be included at the D2.4 and D4.9 deliverables.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Scope and objectives of the Deliverable
DRIMPAC aims to develop the necessary ICT infrastructure that achieves the interconnection of
multiple standards, frameworks and communication protocols for enabling the participation of energy
flexibility resources in the future energy markets, mainly focusing on residential and tertiary buildings
as flexibility provision assets. To this end, the current deliverable, which corresponds to the T1.4
“Definition of technical specifications and ICT system architecture” defines and analyses the
architectural components and modules of the DRIMPAC system that will enable the realization of the
project’s business objectives.
The ambition of DRIMPAC lies to the successful connection of various stakeholders (DSOs,
Aggregators, Retailers, facility managers, residents, and tertiary building managers) to the Demand
Response process whereas creating an end-to-end interoperability framework that will bring together
the USEF framework, the Open ADR standard for the DR events messaging and the established
communication protocols of various building levels.
The interconnection of such a versatile set of standards and protocols (Wi-Fi, ZigBee, Z-wave, KNX,
Lon, Modbus and interface with district-level Distributed Energy Resources using the IEC61850
standard) is a complex task. DRIMPAC design will investigate the use of existing resources such as
USEF and IEC61850 servers.
The purpose of this document is to define the high-level overview of the system architecture. Thus, the
components of the DRIMPAC framework along with their interfaces, dependencies and connections are
identified. The functional and non-functional requirements for each architectural module have been
detailed. Consequently, the technical specifications and constraints of the system’s elements are
determined in terms of hardware and/or software resources, compatibility with standards, etc. Lastly,
the detailed description of the functional, non –functional specifications along with the communicational
requirements of the high-level building blocks of the DRIMPAC framework will be included.
On those grounds, the design of the DRIMPAC system and its main components is reported here. The
high – level overview of the system’s architecture as the starting point for the development of the ICT
components of DRIMPAC is described. Furthermore, the functional and non-functional requirements
of each architectural module are established. The technical specifications and constraints of the system’s
elements are determined and reported as well. Thus, the DRIMPAC use cases incorporate all the
functional and non-functional requirements of the DRIMPAC components along with their
dependencies, interrelations, and constraints. Finally yet importantly, the pilot deployment high-level
architecture is defined. It is worth mentioning that, whereas the current document is a detailed report,
architectural advancements may arise through the course of the project. In that case, the necessary
enhancements will be included in WP2, WP3 along with WP4 deliverables that are relevant to the
development and integration of the system applications.
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1.2 Structure of the Deliverable
Addressing the objectives of Task 1.4, this report is structured as follows:









Chapter 2 introduces the methodology used to define and document the architecture.
Chapter 3 gives an overview of the conceptual architecture – a high-level description of the
DRIMPAC system architecture – introducing the functional components of the architectural
layers. This part provides a high-level description of the aforementioned components. After that
on the basis of the requirements, a first version of the DRIMPAC architecture is defined.
Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 describe DRIMPAC business scenarios in relation to the Demand
Response objectives of the project and extract the resulting use cases that will define the ICT
components and their interdependences. The use cases are presented via UML sequence
diagrams.
Chapter 6 provides the individual components’ architectural details, including the functional
and technical specifications, along with their APIs.
Chapter 7 presents the high-level overview of the DRIMPAC architecture deployment, to the
pilot and pre-pilot sites of the project.
Finally, Chapter 8, summarizes the main conclusions and findings of this deliverable, and the
next steps for the subsequent deliverables.
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1.3 Relation with other Tasks and Deliverables
Task 1.4 is a central component of the project. Starting from the DoA, the project objectives and the
high-level architecture are defined and used in T1.4 as a basis for the more detailed specification of the
system architecture and components. The user requirements and business cases are a guideline for
system design according to the methodology followed in previous and current projects. The architecture
is used in T2.3 in order to identify possible threats and provide security recommendations, in T2.4 as a

Figure 1.1: T1.4 inputs and outputs
blueprint for the development of the interoperability platform, in WP3 for the development of the ICT
algorithms and applications and finally in WP4 for system integration as shown in the diagram below.
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2. DRIMPAC architecture definition methodology
2.1 Architectural design process
The architectural descriptions detailed in this report comprise the first consolidation of dependencies,
input/output flows and specifications of the full set of architectural components. Throughout the
DRIMPAC project, an iterative (agile) approach will be used to further refine definitions, requirements
and the final system with more detailed and specific descriptions, tailored to the restrictions and
requirements of the project pilots.
The overall architectural design process consists of three phases, starting from the user and business
requirements definition, moving to a high-level conceptual view of the whole system, towards the final
detailed specification of the architectural elements comprising the DRIMPAC framework, as presented
in the Figure below. Each phase is based on the previous one, but the whole process is an iterative
procedure, as new user or business requirements and pilot site restrictions may be identified during the
project lifetime.

Figure 2.1. Design Approach for System Architecture

2.2 Design principles
The DRIMPAC architecture should be open and separated in distinct components and parts so that all
vendors, suppliers and potential stakeholders are enabled to exploit the functionalities of the presented
solution. Technology independence is a key attribute for the architecture implementation and the
architecture will be based on existing standards incorporating, where applicable, the use of generic and
standardized solutions that encompass key technologies (open source, commercial, etc.). A set of design
principles have been defined and further described below in order to ensure that the DRIMPAC
architecture minimizes costs and maintenance requirements as well as promotes extendibility,
modularity and maintainability. These design principles are the following:
 Minimize upfront design
Unnecessary design of functionalities and methods should be avoided in the early stages of the
architecture development process. The design is likely to change over time so the architecture
designers and developers should avoid large designing at premature stages.
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Principle of least knowledge
An architectural element (a component of the architecture) should not directly have access to
the internal details of other architectural elements.
Separation of concerns
The overall system/application should be divided into distinct features with as little overlap in
functionality as possible. The ultimate goal of this principle is, on one hand to minimize
interaction points and on the other hand, to ensure increased cohesion and low coupling.
Single responsibility
Each architectural element shall be responsible for only a specific feature or functionality, or
even aggregation of cohesive functionality.
Don’t repeat yourself (DRY)
The same functionality should not be repeated for the same intent in more than one architectural
element of the system under design. Thus, according to this principle, common functionalities
are addressed in more general architectural elements or components, which can be utilized by
each separate element in order to “access” or “deliver” the required functionality.

2.3 Perspectives
According to Rozanski & Woods [16] an architectural perspective is a collection of activities to ensure
that a system exhibits particular quality properties that are a common concern to the architecture. These
concerns are normally driven by the need to ensure that quality properties are not forgotten during
architecture design rather than to provide a particular functionality of the system. Some of the proposed
quality properties are performance, availability, security, location, maintenance, privacy, regulation etc.
Such architectural perspectives need to be carefully chosen according to the DRIMPAC requirements.
The following perspectives are identified by the architecture definition process:
Performance and Scalability is the ability of the system to predictably execute within its mandated
performance profile and to handle increased processing volume and is critical for the DRIMPAC project
since the system should be able to handle increased processing volumes by predictably executing within
its mandated performance. The performance of the system should be measurable with qualitative and
quantitative indicators concerning the customer experience.
Availability & Resilience is the ability of the system to be fully or partly operational as and when
required and to effectively handle failures that could affect system availability. It is essential for the
project as the system is expected to respond to real time information and operate accordingly.
Security is the ability of the system to reliably control, monitor, and audit who can perform what actions
on these resources and the ability to detect and recover from failures in security mechanisms. It is an
important aspect of the DRIMPAC architecture in order to restrict access to data or functionality to
unauthorised users. Confidentiality and integrity of the information transmitted should be guaranteed to
proactively ensure the secure exchange of information between relevant stakeholders. Applicable
systems are any systems with publicly accessible interfaces, with multiple users where the identity of
the user is significant, or where access to operations or information needs to be controlled.
Evolution is the ability of the system to be flexible in the face of the inevitable change that all systems
experience after deployment, balanced against the costs of providing such flexibility. The evolution
perspective addresses the concerns related to dealing with evolution during the lifetime of a system and
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thus is relevant to most large-scale information systems because of the amount of change that most
systems need to handle.
Secondary perspectives that need to be assessed are:
The Development Resource perspective that ensures that the system can be built, deployed, and
operated within known constraints related to people, budget, time, and materials. The Regulation
perspective, which ensures that the system conforms to local and international laws, quasi-legal
regulations, company policies, and other rules and standards. Finally, the Usability perspective, which
ensures that the people who interact with the system can work effectively.
By addressing these perspectives in the architecture definition process, decision making
(implementation, deployment and operational phases) will be facilitated. Within DRIMPAC, all partners
will ensure that all concerns and non-functional requirements are addressed and exhibit what quality
properties are considered within the system and which architectural elements contribute towards
fulfilling them. In order to ensure that DRIMPAC’s architectural model will meet the functional and
non-functional requirements, the aforementioned proposed perspectives should be taken into account.
These perspectives could be modified or enriched by partners according to characteristics of the
components.

2.4 Static and dynamic structures
The key output of the architectural elements design process is the detailed definition of the conceptual
architecture and the components that comprise the system, namely system’s structures and its exposable
attributes and properties. The system structures are divided in two complementary categories, the static
(design-time orchestration) and dynamic (runtime orchestration):




The static structures refer mainly to the design-time of the architectural elements of the system
(objects, components) and the way they fit together internally. Actual context of use of the
architectural elements is the basis for their static arrangement and provides information such as
associations, relationships, or connectivity among them.
For instance, relationships define how data items (either inputs or outputs) are linked to each
other.
The dynamic structures of a system illustrate how it actually operates during its utilization,
depending on the various scenarios of use and use cases defined, including the way each
component acts within them. Thus, the system’s dynamic model and structures define its
runtime architectural elements and their interactions due to internal or external stimulus. The
internal interactions refer to information flows among architectural elements and their parallel
or sequential execution of internal tasks, including the potential expression of the effect they
may have on the information.
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3. Conceptual architecture design of DRIMPAC
DRIMPAC’s vision is to develop, validate and deliver a novel framework of Demand Response (DR)
services by allowing Aggregators to exploit the flexibility of small/medium customers (consumers,
producers, and prosumers). During the course of the project, functionalities and services will be
implemented by combining Internet of Things (IoT) with the concepts of DR programs leveraging
existing standards such as OpenADR and exploiting frameworks such as USEF for the communication
among systems and actors.
The conceptual architecture of the DRIMPAC platform is depicted in Figure 3.1 , where a high-level
overview of the DRIMPAC Framework is provided. The three main layers, namely the Tertiary Layer,
the Residential Layer and the district-level DER layer are distinguished. The operational features of each
architectural layer are detailed. The backbone of the DRIMPAC system is the DRIMPAC’s Energy
Demand Management Framework (DEDEMF). It ensures the interoperable connection between the
various actors of DRIMPAC and the different building topologies. The DEDMF is constituted by 3 main
software layers; i) the DR facilitator layer; ii) the Building Interoperability Layer; iii) the Building
Supervisory and Automation Layer.
The DR facilitator layer has the role orchestrating the request and provision of demand flexibility. For
this reason, it consists of 3 subcomponents; the Demand Response Management System (DRMS), the
Energy price Emulator (EPE) and the Visual Analytics component. The DRMS is responsible for the
end-to-end coordination of the DR programs on behalf of the retailer. It incorporates key functionalities
relative to the DR procedure, such as the management of implicit and explicit DR, the DR event
notification and dispatching, the DR capacity estimation and forecasting, information exchange with the
stakeholders and the tracking of the customer’s/participation response. The Energy Price Emulator is in
charge of calculating the price signal for each building, considering market and building parameters.
Finally, the Visual Analytics Component will facilitate the role of the retailer while enabling the real –
time energy consumption/production and demand elasticity monitoring for each customer (or customer
clusters). Moreover, it will provide comparisons between real – time and forecasted data in order to
characterize customers according to retailer – related KPIs (short/mid – term demand predictability).
The Building Interoperability Layer (BIL) entails distinct interoperable components for each building
topology in order to ensure semantically coherent data interchange. Specifically, an OpenADR client
that interfaces with Building Management Systems is considered for the tertiary buildings’ layer, whilst
the Energy Management Gateway component will be utilized for residential buildings. For the District
– level DER communication, an OpenADR to IEC 61850 Gateway will be developed and implemented
to the BIL, exploiting the existing IEC 61850 client implementation as well.
The Building Supervisory and Automation Layer (BSAL) incorporates the local Building Energy
Management intelligence. The building data along with occupants/dwellers and DR signals will be
exploited by the BSAL in order to calculate the optimal demand profile and allocate the control signals
to the respective loads/appliances. The BSAL consists of i) the Building Energy management
component, ii) the Virtual Energy Storage module and iii) the Visual analytics components, for each
building layer.
Consequently, DRIMPAC will ensure the end-to-end interoperable and bidirectional communication
from the retailers to the building’s side, considering 3 distinct building’s topologies. This is realized
through the development, implementation, and integration of the above-mentioned components along
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with their subcomponents. A detailed description of the architectural components is included in the
following subsections.

Figure 3.1: DRIMPAC Conceptual Architecture

3.1 DR facilitator Layer
3.1.1 USEF implementation for explicit DR
The DRIMPAC Demand Response Management System (DRMS) among other functionalities will act
as mediator between the Aggregators and the DSOs. The DRIMPAC implementation for this
information exchange will exploit the flexibility trading of the Universal Smart Energy
Framework(USEF) [4] and specifically its recently published (2020) subset USEF Flex Trading protocol
(UFTP) [6], which focuses on an energy market environment where the flexibility trading actors are
DSO and Aggregator(AGR).
UFTP standardizes procedure sequences and market interactions between DSO & Aggregators to
identify and resolve grid constraints by applying congestion management or grid-capacity management.
In DRIMPAC, the USEF reference implementation will be installed and exploited with a view to address
the project’s actors and DR scenarios, while the relevant use cases defined in UFTP for the flexibility
request by the DSO - offered by the Aggregators and ordered by the DSO- will be implemented.
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Figure 3.2: DSO-AGR USEF Initialization
According to USEF/UFTP, the interaction between the DSOs and AGRs is originated when the DSO
publishes a particular congestion point. A part of the grid that consists of a set of connections where grid
capacity might be exceeded corresponds to a congestion point. Since the DSO initiates a flexibility
market for a congestion point, the AGRs contract the possible prosumers and then publish their
customers to the Common USEF database CRO). The Common database is established by the DSO and
entails all the congestion points followed by a list of connection identifiers for each congestion point.
The common reference is handled by the Common Reference Operator (CRO) role and is shared
between the involved parties whilst considering privacy and security protection issues. After the active
Aggregators are detected, USEF communicates to them the DSO flexibility request according to the
specifications of USEF.
As previously mentioned, the DRIMPAC DRMS will play role of the USEF Aggregator (AGR) in the
DRIMPAC explicit DR schemes. The DRMS will represent several aggregators, based on the
connections involved in the DSO flexibility request.
The main course of the USEF flexibility trading is depicted at Figure 3.3 and described as follows:







Given a congestion point, the DSO requests all the aggregators to provide flexibility through a
FlexRequest, where the DSO provides the excess power and congestion timing.
The Aggregators create FlexOffers that shall be in line with the above request.
If the FlexOffers are suitable, the DSO publishes a FlexOrder. The AGRs have the ability to
provide more than one offers and the DSO can select the most appropriate.
If the offers are not accepted by the DSO in terms of publishing the FlexOrder, the can be
revoked by the AGR. This can be an iterative process, until the DSO procures flexibility in
terms of FlexOrder.
Once the FlexOrder is established, the AGRs send the updated Demand-prognosis, which
includes the ordered flexibility.
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Figure 3.3: DSO-AGR flexibility trading operations according to UFTP
USEF provides the framework (backend) implementation, in DRIMPAC besides configuration, the
proper user interfaces for the aggregators and the DSOs will be developed for DRIMPAC project, in
order to facilitate the above functionalities.
3.1.2 Demand Response Management System (DRMS)
The DRMS is the core component of DRIMPAC platform, which features a middleware. The latter, will
facilitate the registration of the assets, the storage of persistent and dynamic information regarding the
characteristics and the operation of the assets respectively and the communication between the assets
and the DRMS. This communication will be realized according to the OpenADR standard [9] and its
VTN/VEN architecture.
The DRMS layer main functionalities for explicit Demand Response will be the following:
1. The interfacing of aggregators and DSOs utilizing the USEF implementation, as described in
the previous section.
2. The filtering of assets and the aggregation of their reported flexibility in order to form flexibility
offers that are relevant to the DSO requests for explicit DR.
3. The implementation of OpenADR EiReports in order to transfer the asset’s data (forecasting
and telemetry data) from the asset VENs to the VTN.
4. The registration of contracted by the aggregators assets to the DRIMPAC platform. These assets
are residential buildings, commercial buildings and district-level DERs.
5. The optimal break down of the DSO flexibility order per asset, based on the asset characteristics,
its reported flexibility, pricing and other parameters such as operational constraints set by the
prosumer or the facility manager.
Additional functionalities that provide full compliance with the USEF will be considered.
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Figure 3.4: DR Facilitator Layer

For implicit Demand Response, the DRMS provides the ICT infrastructure for the communication of
dynamic day-ahead prices from the energy retailers to the prosumers, depending on the tariff program
they participate. To that extend, the pricing information will be transmitted by the DRMS’s VTN to the
prosumer’s VEN in the EiEvent OpenADR schema for pricing information.
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3.2 District-level DER layer
In the figure below, the district-level DER layer and its connection with the DRMS are presented.
As described in the previous section, the DRMS distributes the DSO flexibility order for the congestion
point to the assets based on their flexibility forecast. These orders are pushed through the Middleware
VTN to each of the VENs of the DER facilities. The OpenADR to IEC 61850 Gateway alongside with
the IEC 61850 Client-Server implementation will build upon the existing open source IEC61850 server
[11]. The gateway will integrate and further enhance the client, to exchange information with the
DRIMPAC DRMS translating the IEC 61850 to OpenADR message according to the standard
specifications. Moreover, alongside with the IEC 61850 Gateway a Registration Module will be
implemented in DER Management System to facilitate the DER integration to the DEDMF.
The Middleware will facilitate routing of the messages between DRMS and assets. Messages can also
be logged for debugging purposes. Furthermore, the Middleware’s VTN part will also serve as a central
data storage and asset registry.
The figure below illustrates the communication between the district-level DER and the DRMS for the
transmission of flexibility (forecasting, ordering), load/generation forecasting and operation status
messages.

Figure 3.5: District-level DER layer high-level architecture
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Figure 3.6: Sequence diagram for district-level DER layer

3.3 Residential buildings Layer
In the figure below the Residential buildings layer is presented. As described in the previous section,
the flexibility ordering is distributed to the assets (among those are the residential buildings and
apartments) in the DR Facilitator Layer by DRMS. These orders select which buildings are going to be
dispatched in order to meet the flexibility requests of the DSO and are based on the flexibility forecast
provided by each asset to the DRMS.
The flexibility ordering messages are routed through the Middleware VTN to the VENs of the residential
assets following the OpenADR EiEvent schema for power dispatching information.
The EMG and CEM are then responsible to execute the flexibility orders on the field (i.e. devices layer)
level and report both the operational status and whether the orders were executed correctly or were
overridden by the user. The devices layer consists of actuators, renewable energy sources and storage
devices, inverters and smart devices with controllable IP interfaces such as HVAC and lighting. The
proprietary bridge embedded on a raspberry Pi gateway (smart-box) will translate the specific device
dispatching commands into the device’s communication protocol (e.g. Wi-Fi, ZigBee or Zwave) (fig.9).
For implicit DR, the pricing information is routed via the VTN to the residential assets VENs following
OpenADR EiEvent schema for dynamic pricing.
Regarding the information communication from the field layer to the DRMS, information related to the
asset registration, contracting, load/generation/flexibility forecasting, reporting of operation/availability
will be transmitted by the asset’s VEN to the DRMS’s VTN via the DRIMPAC middleware (fig.9).
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Figure 3.7: Residential buildings layer high-level architecture

Figure 3.8: Sequence diagram for Residential buildings layer
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3.4 Tertiary buildings Layer
In the following figure, the high-level architecture for the tertiary buildings layer is presented. The
architecture is similar to the one for district level DER, except for the following; the tertiary buildings
have BEMS that need to interface with DRMS via a customized interface that connects with the BEMS
on one side and has an OpenADR VEN on the other side in order to interface with the DRMS VTN. For
this purpose, the tertiary building’s energy Management gateway, the inEIS platform will be utilized for
the connection of the DRMS through the OpenADR client and the buildings’ management systems.
The building load/generation/flexibility forecasting is performed in the building’s BMS server and
transmitted to DRMS through the DRIMPAC VTN/VEN configuration, along with reports on the
status/availability/operational information.
The pricing and power dispatching signaling from the DRMS to the tertiary buildings is the same as
with the residential and district-level DER assets.

Figure 3.9: Tertiary buildings layer high-level architecture
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Figure 3.10: Sequence diagram for Tertiary buildings layer
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4.

DRIMPAC Business Cases

In the context of T1.3, business cases (BC) and requirements of all DR stakeholders were described in
order to provide the necessary inputs for defining the different components of the platform. In this
document business cases will be further refined and use cases (UC) for DRIMPAC system will be
presented and analyzed. Business cases and use cases will be separated into three layers:


DER Layer



Residential Layer



Tertiary Layer

Stakeholder analysis has been initially done in D1.1 [2] and D1.3 [3]. Stakeholders for the DRIMPAC
project are presented in the Figure below. For each of the stakeholders participating in the flexibility
trading market the business cases are described in the following paragraphs.

Figure 3.11. DRIMPAC Stakeholders

4.1 DSO
The DSO will use DRIMPAC to connect with one or more Aggregators in order to request consumption
and generation flexibility at specific grid points in order to avoid forecasted congestion issues with the
grid due to imbalances of supply and demand. In that way, the DSO aims solely at explicit DR scenarios.
The communication of DSO and Aggregators will be established using the USEF [4] UFTP [6]
framework
In the following table, objectives and description of the business case are presented for the DSO actor.
Table 1. Business Case for the DSO
BC – DSO - 01: Contracting Aggregators in order to utilize a pool of flexible generation and
consumption resources for avoiding grid issues
Objectives
 Demand Peak shaving to avoid congestion.
 Generation curtailment to avoid overvoltages.
 Maximize the reliability potential.
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Description

Involved
Stakeholders

 Defer additional grid strengthening investments.
The DSO makes contract agreements with aggregator(s) that offer
flexibility services in order to control via the aggregators the demand and
generation of energy assets connected to the grid in order to avoid costly
infrastructure upgrades and avoid costs related to the reduced reliability of
the electricity provision service.
DSO, Aggregators.

4.2 Aggregator
The Aggregators in DRIMPAC assume the role of the retailer as well. Aggregators will use DRIMPAC
to connect with district-level DERs and residential or tertiary buildings in order to request consumption
and generation flexibility and offer it to the DSO upon DSO flexibility request. In that way, the
Aggregator can participate in explicit DR scenarios.
The Aggregators in the role of energy retailers will use DRIMPAC to broadcast dynamic pricing
information to the connected assets (contracted clients). In that way, via day-ahead hourly dynamic price
or Time-of-Use prices, the Aggregator will be able to establish a strategy for a profitable operation. A
sub-case of dynamic pricing is critical peak pricing in order to indirectly control demand peaks. This
mode of operation refers to implicit Demand Response.
In the following table, objectives and description of the business cases are presented for the
Aggregator/Retailer.
Table 2. Business Cases for the Aggregator/Retailer for implicit and explicit DR
BC – AGR - 01: Contracting assets (district-level DER, buildings, apartments) in order to
aggregate their generation/consumption flexibility to create offers to the DSO for explicit DR
Objectives
 Create a pool of flexible assets for flexibility offering to the DSO in
explicit DR scenarios.
The Aggregator/Retailer makes contract agreements with asset managers
Description
(DERs, residential and tertiary buildings) that can offer flexibility in energy
production or consumption in order to create a pool of flexible resources
and aggregate their flexibility. The aggregated flexibility is offered to the
DSO upon request as in BC-DSO-01. The Aggregator expects to make a
profit from the provision of flexibility to the DSO and for the provision of
the service to the asset managers/end-users.
Aggregator, Building/DER Facility Managers, residents, DSO
Involved
Stakeholders
BC – AGR - 02: Contracting assets (DER, buildings, apartments) in order to offer dynamic
pricing schemes
Objectives
 Provide flexible assets with day-ahead dynamic and ToU pricing for
implicit DR scenarios.
The Aggregator/Retailer makes contract agreements with asset managers
Description
(DERs, residential and tertiary buildings) that can modify their consumption
in order to offer pricing schemes that allow for more economically efficient
operation. The prices can range from ToU schemes to fully dynamic prices
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Involved
Stakeholders

based on day-ahead wholesale prices. This implicit DR based on economic
incentive allows the Aggregator/Retailer to make a profit from better deals
when buying energy and allows critical peak pricing scenarios for explicit
DR. The asset managers may profit for operating their equipment during
low price (off-peak) periods.
Aggregator, Building/DER Facility Managers, residents.

4.3 District-level DER facility manager
District-level DERs are large capacity energy generation or storage facilities connected to the grid. The
proliferation of such facilities (solar parks, wind farms, CHP, large batteries) in the recent years has
created both problems and opportunities. On one hand, the DERs offer clean, distributed energy
production but on the other hand, they can cause problems with overvoltages and congestion due to the
overcapacity installed to address the intermittent nature of renewable energy sources. DSOs may address
these issues using systems such as DRIMPAC that connect them to Aggregators who may dictate
partially or fully the DERs operation according to previously made agreements with the DER managers.
Depending on the type of DER, their managers can draft different contracts with the Aggregators in
order to participate in different flexibility markets.
In the following table, objectives and description of the business cases are presented for the DER facility
manager.
Table 3. Business Case for the district-level DER facility manager in explicit DR
BC – DER – 01: Participation of district-level DERs in explicit DR programs
Objectives
 Be reimbursed for curtailment of production (e.g. PVs)
 Be reimbursed for flexible operation of electric loads (e.g. CHP,
battery)
The Aggregator/Retailer makes contract agreements with DER managers that
Description
can offer flexibility in energy production or consumption in order to create a
pool of flexible resources and aggregate their flexibility. The DER manager
expects to make a profit from the DER flexibility usage by the Aggregator.
District-level DER Facility Manager, Aggregator
Involved
Stakeholders
Table 4. Business Case for the district-level DER facility Manager in implicit DR
BC – DER – 02: Participation of district-level DERs in implicit DR programs
Objectives
 Exploit dynamic pricing for optimal operation of assets (e.g. batteries)
Description
The Aggregator/Retailer makes contract agreements with DER

managers that can modify their consumption in order to offer pricing
schemes that allow for more economically efficient operation. The
prices can range from ToU schemes to fully dynamic prices based on
day-ahead wholesale prices. This implicit DR based on economic
incentive allows the DER managers to profit for operating their
equipment during low price (off-peak) periods.
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Involved
Stakeholders

District-level DER Facility Manager, Retailer

4.4 Residential end-user
Residential customers present the most promising but untapped sector for demand flexibility due to the
large energy demand they represent. However, due to their stochastic behavior, there are still several
issues to be contemplated, such as their motivation to participate in a DR program, either explicit, or
implicit. Still, there are much to be gained by the latter, such as increased energy efficiency, reduced
energy consumption, and thus reduced energy bills.
In the following tables, objectives and descriptions of the business cases together with the involved
stakeholders are presented for the residential buildings domain.
Table 5. Business Case for residential end-users in explicit DR
BC – RES – 01: Participation of Residential customers in explicit DR
Objectives
 Be reimbursed for participating in an explicit DR program
The Aggregator/Retailer makes contract agreements with residential
Description
customers that can offer flexibility in energy production or consumption in
order to create a pool of flexible resources and aggregate their flexibility. The
residential user expects to be reimbursed for the flexibility usage by the
Aggregator.
Residential customer, Aggregator
Involved
Stakeholders

Table 6. Business Case for residential end-users in implicit DR
BC – RES – 02: Participation of Residential customers in implicit DR
Objectives
 Shifting energy consumption to times with lower energy price in order
to reduce energy billing.
The Aggregator/Retailer makes contract agreements with residential
Description
customers that can modify their consumption in order to offer pricing
schemes that allow for more economically efficient operation. The prices can
range from ToU schemes to fully dynamic prices based on day-ahead
wholesale prices. This implicit DR based on economic incentive allows the
residential customers to reduce their energy cost by operating their appliances
during low price (off-peak) periods.
Residential customer, Aggregator
Involved
Stakeholders

4.5 Tertiary building manager
During the last few years, the tertiary sector has seen an economic growth that reflects to its energy
consumption as well, surpassing slightly even that of the households. Moreover, the more predictive
behavior and patterns of the energy consumption of tertiary buildings enables them to provide flexibility
services to the aggregator in a more certain way. Additionally, there are benefits for the management of
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the buildings such as increased energy efficiency, energy consumption shift in off-peak hours resulting
in reduced energy bills.
In the following tables, objectives and descriptions of the business cases together with the involved
stakeholders are presented for the tertiary buildings domain.
Table 7. Business Case for the tertiary building manager in explicit DR
BC – TER – 01: Participation of tertiary buildings in explicit DR
 Be reimbursed for participating in an explicit DR program
Objectives
The Aggregator/Retailer makes contract agreements with facility managers
Description
of tertiary buildings that can offer flexibility in energy production or
consumption in order to create a pool of flexible resources and aggregate their
flexibility. The facility manager expects to make a profit from the tertiary
building’s flexibility usage by the Aggregator.
Tertiary building manager, Aggregator
Involved
Stakeholders
Table 8. Business Case for the tertiary building manager in implicit DR
BC – TER – 02: Participation of tertiary buildings in implicit DR
 Shift energy consumption to times with lower energy price in order
Objectives
to reduce energy billing.
The Aggregator/Retailer makes contract agreements with residential
Description
customers that can modify their consumption in order to offer pricing
schemes that allow for more economically efficient operation. The prices can
range from ToU schemes to fully dynamic prices based on day-ahead
wholesale prices. This implicit DR based on economic incentive allows the
tertiary building managers to reduce their energy cost by utilizing the
flexibility of the building optimally (e.g. preheat building, automatically
adjust luminance based on the price and comfort levels)
Tertiary building manager, Aggregator
Involved
Stakeholders
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5.

DRIMPAC Use Cases

In this section, the preliminary ICT use cases of the DRIMPAC project are analyzed, stemming from
the business cases reported in Chapter 4. In the following sections, an analytical description of each use
case is presented along with the identification of DRIMPAC components that are necessary for their
realization. It should be noted that these are generic use cases and will be used as a starting point for the
pilot test cases definition. However, the implementation of each of these generic use cases will require
a further analysis in more specific sub-use cases that refer to the available assets and actors at each pilot
site. In addition, critical functionalities that are prerequisites for the operation of DRIMPAC such as
load/generation forecasting, flexibility forecasting for various devices, generation and consumption
baseline estimation are device and pilot site specific and are expected to be provided by the existing
management systems and internal operation of the HCFLEX and VES components. The test cases that
will be tested for each pilot site will be defined in WP4 T4.5 according to the DoA.

5.1 UC01 Asset registration and management

Table 9. UC01 Asset registration management
UC01 Asset registration and management
UC01
UC ID
The objective of the Use Case is to describe the registration process of the building or
Objective
DER assets through the OpenADR Middleware and a central repository containing
registration information.
DRIMPAC framework will feature an Asset Manager for each Layer, capable of
Description
handling the registering of multiple assets with different specifications (capabilities,
goals, geographical position, etc.) and expose their assets for multiple energy services.
Moreover, the Asset Manager will be able to modify or delete every assets information
at any given time based on each case needs. The Asset registration information is
stored in the DEDMF and Middleware Database according to the information
specifications. The DRMS will be able to access and retrieve information regarding
asset characteristics and their connection points in the grid as well as the services they
can offer and the status of the contract with the Aggregator.
Aggregator, Asset managers/residents
Involved
Actors
Related BCs

All Business cases other than DOS

DER Registration/Contracting component
Building Registration Contracting
DRMS
Relation with UC02
other UCs
DRIMPAC
Components
involved

Preconditions

Will of the Building/Facility Manager to participate in explicit/implicit DR schemes
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Diagram
the UC

of

Figure 3.12. UC01a Asset Registration

Figure 3.13. UC01b Asset Deregistration

Figure 3.14. UC01c Asset Modification
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Figure 3.15. UC01d Asset Search

5.2 UC02 Contract Flexibility
Table 10. UC02 Contract Flexibility
UC02 Contract Flexibility
UC02
UC ID
The Aggregator contracts Asset Managers to agree on available flexibility and control
Objective
either consumption, or production.
The Asset Manager will enable the option of contracting every type of asset registered
Description
in DRIMPAC platform in order to offer Flexibility capabilities to the Aggregators.
DRIMPAC framework will offer a safe, robust, and scalable platform in order to
support asset registration/contracting for both buildings’ portfolio as well as for the
case of DERs.
Aggregator, Asset Manager
Involved
Actors
All Business cases oter than DSO’s
Related BCs
Asset Registration/Contracting,
DRIMPAC
Components Search Asset module
involved
Relation with UC 01
other UCs
Preconditions Asset Manager has registered its Assets
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Diagram
the UC

of

Figure 3.16. UC02 Contract flexibility

5.3 UC03 DSO requests DR flexibility offer from Aggregators
Table 11. UC03 DSO requests DR flexibility offer from Aggregator/s
UC03 DSO requests DR flexibility offer from Aggregator/s
UC03
UC ID
The DSO requests DR flexibility offers from the various Aggregators
Objective
Description The Use Case is responsible for presenting the sequence of requests and actions
between the DSO and the various Aggregators in order to produce and collect various
flexibility offers. One clear example is the following: The DSO in order to achieve
goals such as resolving congestions or overvoltage situations due to excessive
production from RES, requests flexibility offers from the various Aggregators that
has contract with, in order to determine the optimized course of actions and
consequently send the appropriate DR orders. The Aggregators in return, react
retrieving the flexibility capacity information for the client connections that match
the DSO request, via the DRMS, they send their offer to the DSO. In order for the
DRMS to provide the information to the Aggregator, it must retrieve from the assets
database the flexibility forecasts for all assets connected to the DSO request
congestion point connections and aggregate them based on their service capabilities.
Optionally, several offers could be produced based on criteria such as reliability,
service provision price and other, set by the Aggregator.
This core use case for explicit DR will follow the specifications defined in USEF and
will contain all relevant use cases detailed in USEF specifications documentation.
The detailed processes and use cases will be reported in D2.4.
Involved
Actors
Related BCs

DSO, Aggregator
BC – DSO – 01
BC – AGR – 01
BC – AGR - 02
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Visual Analytics Tool,
DRMS,
Asset Registration Contracting,
DEDMF Database
USEF implementation
UC04
Relation
with other UC07
UCs
Preconditions The DSO has contracts with Aggregators.
DSO and Aggregators are registered to DRIMPAC.
Diagram of
the UC
DRIMPAC
Component
s involved

Figure 3.17. UC03 DSO requests DR flexibility offer from Aggregator/s

5.4 UC04 Explicit DR flexibility order dispatching by the DSO
Table 12. UC04 Explicit DR flexibility order dispatching by the DSO
UC04 Explicit DR flexibility order dispatching by the DSO
UC04
UC ID
The DSO dispatches order to Aggregator(s) for explicit DR flexibility in order to
Objective
alleviate forecasted grid issues.
Description Use Case 4, acts as a continuation of previous Use Case 3. It describes the sequence
of information between a DSO and specific Aggregator(s), in order to establish DR
flexibility contracts for the Aggregator(s), and their actions to act explicit Demand
Response.
This core use case for explicit DR will follow the specifications defined in USEF and
will contain all supporting use cases as detailed in USEF specifications
documentation. The detailed processes and use cases will be reported in D2.4.
Involved
Actors
Related BCs

DSO, Aggregator
BC – DSO – 01
BC – AGR – 01
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DRIMPAC
Component
s involved
Relation
with other
UCs
Preconditions
Diagram of
the UC

Visual Analytics tool,
DRMS
USEF implementation
UC03
UC05
UC06
DSO has assessed the offers for DR flexibility received from the Aggregator(s).

Figure 3.18. UC04 DSO dispatches DR flexibility order

5.5 UC05 Event-triggered activation of explicit DR flexibility
Table 13. UC05 Event-triggered activation of explicit DR flexibility
UC05 Event-triggered activation of explicit DR flexibility
UC05
UC ID
Activate explicit DR flexibility
Objective
After having received the DR flexibility order from the DSO, the DRMS
Description
disaggregates the order to specific assets based on their flexibility forecasts which
was initially used to create the aggregated flexibility offer. Then the orders for each
asset are dispatched via OpenADR VTN to the corresponding asset controllers,
being the DER management system, Building Management system (tertiary
buildings), or the Energy Management gateway (residential buildings), in order for
them to disaggregate further the DR signal to control signals for DERs, household
or tertiary building devices (HVAC, lighting, etc.). This final disaggregation step is
done based on the flexibility previously calculated (forecasted) for each device at
asset level by the flexibility extracting components (HCFLEX).
Aggregator
Involved
Actors
BC - AGR – 01
Related BCs
BC – DER – 01
BC – RES – 01
BC – TER – 01
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DRMS
Energy Management Gateway
Building Energy Management System
DER management system
Visual Analytics Tool
Relation with UC04
other UCs
Precondition A DR flexibility order has been received by the Aggregator.
s
Diagram of
the UC
DRIMPAC
Components
involved

Figure 3.19. UC05 Event-triggered activated explicit DR flexibility

5.6 UC06 Dynamic energy price dispatching for Implicit Demand Response
Table 14. UC06 Dynamic energy price dispatching for implicit DR
UC06 Dynamic energy price dispatching for implicit DR
UC06
UC ID
Communicate dynamic day-ahead pricing to end-users for implicit DR and cost
Objective
efficiency.
DRIMPAC DEDMF retrieves information from the registry regarding the tariff
Description
schemes of each retailer client. Then the Energy Price Emulator component retrieves
the tariffs for each client regarding day-ahead energy price. The prices are provided
by the retailer IT and can be either Time-of-Use or dynamic day-ahead hourly prices
based on the wholesale energy prices of the ENTSO-e for each country. These dayahead prices are dispatched by DRIMPAC DEDMF to the subscribed flexibility
assets in OpenADR format via the OpenADR VTN. Preliminary requirements have
revealed that DRIMPAC aggregators are oriented more towards Time-of-Use tariffs
with a limited number of price levels that depend on several parameters such as
season, consumption level, and time of day. DRIMPAC may additionally offer the
interfaces to Aggregators to create the electricity prices by entering their business
and operational parameters (including taxation, network fees and other) for the
creation of hourly dynamic prices towards future energy market scenarios.
The day-ahead prices will be broadcasted to the prosumers who in turn will be able
to adapt their consumption in order to be more economical, implementing implicit
DR. Critical peak-pricing can be transmitted to the end-users without change of the
ICT infrastructure.
Aggregator
Involved
Asset Managers, residents
Actors
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BC – AGR – 02
BC – DER – 02
BC – RES – 02
BC – TER – 02
DRMS
DRIMPAC
Components Energy Price Emulator
Energy Management Gateway
involved
Customer Energy Manager
DER Management system
Building Energy Management System
Visual Analytics
Relation with UC07
other UCs
Preconditions Asset managers and residential customers have contracts with the retailer for
dynamic pricing.
Related BCs

Diagram
the UC

of

Figure 3.20. UC06 Dynamic energy price dispatching for Implicit Demand
Response

5.7 UC07 Implicit Demand Response activation
Table 15. UC07 Implicit Demand Response activation
UC07 Implicit Demand Response activation
UC07
UC ID
To enable implicit DR scenarios based on dynamic pricing schemes dispatched by
Objective
retailers to the prosumers via DRIMPAC.
Implicit DR entails the shifting or curtailment of energy consumption or generation
Description
of the end-user devices based on electricity pricing. Specifically, knowing in
advance the day-ahead hourly prices gives the opportunity to shift the loads towards
hours of the day with low electricity price, or schedule self-consumption during
hours of high prices which indirectly leads to peak shaving and congestion
management. A subcase of the above is the critical peak pricing scenario for indirect
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Involved
Actors
Related BCs

explicit DR, which in conjunction with automated asset operation may be effective.
Based on the dynamic prices, the end-user can either manage manually the loads or
generation or allow the DRIMPAC EMG/CEM, extended BEMS and DER
Management System to optimally control the devices operating schedule in the
residences, the tertiary buildings and district-level DER respectively. The automated
optimal scheduling will be based on the previously extracted flexibility forecast by
HCFLEX module.
Aggregators, facility managers, residential end-users

BC – AGR – 02
BC – RES – 02
BC – DER – 02
BC – TER – 02
Energy Price Emulator,
DRIMPAC
Components EMG
CEM
involved
Human Centric Flexibility Extractor (HCFLEX)
DERMS
BEMS
Visual Analytics
Relation with UC-06
other UCs
Precondition Contract arrangements in place between retailer and customers.
Flexibility is forecasted for each asset type.
s
Diagram of
the UC

Figure 3.21 UC07 Implicit Demand Response activation
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6. DRIMPAC Component Specifications and Functional View
In this section, the DRIMPAC architectural components are detailed. To this end, a common template
for all components is selected. Hence, the type, functionalities, inputs/outputs, schematic diagrams the
functional and non-functional requirements, schematic diagrams and the relevant use cases for each
component are reported. For the components that have been described in the previous sections, the
schematic diagrams are mostly focused on clarifying interconnection between. Enhancements for each
ICT module will be reported in the upcoming WP2 (D2.4 and D.25) and WP3 deliverables.

6.1 DRIMPAC DR facilitator layer
6.1.1 Demand Response Management System [DRMS]

Name of
Component/Service:

Demand Response Management System

Type:

Subsystem

Functionality:

This is the retailer’s (or Aggregator in DRIMPAC) side system for management of
registered resources for exploitation within demand response programs (implicit
and explicit). The key functionalities that will be mainly implemented in the
DRIMPAC solution are the orchestration of information exchange with
stakeholders (e.g. the energy consumers/buildings, DSO), high-level flexibility
capacity estimation by aggregating the flexibility forecasts of the connected assets
(buildings, apartments and DER), flexibility dispatch optimization, customer event
notification, event dispatching, performance monitoring and tracking customer
participation/response. The DRMS will specify the connections (assets) that will be
activated and the amount of flexibility that they will provide based on the flexibility
forecast that each asset has provided and the asset’s characteristics. The DRMS will
integrate with the OpenADR middleware in order to obtain information about
energy volume portfolio, trading objectives and asset pool as well as to dispatch the
flexibility orders and receive reports from the assets.
The module will also be responsible for continuously monitoring the progress of
the DR event and generate alerts in case that a request is not performed as ordered.






Input components

Output components





Distribution System Operators USEF module
Energy Price Emulator
District-level DER DERMS VEN
Tertiary building BEMS VEN
Residential assets EMG VEN
Distribution System Operators USEF module
District-level DER DERMS VEN
Residential assets EMG VEN
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Tertiary building BEMS VEN

Schematic diagrams

Mode 1: This facilitates the voluntary demand modification of consumers in
response to price variations under an implicit DR scheme.
Mode 2: Based on the price the building-level supervisory & automation layer
(BSAL) will optimally control its energy loads.
Relevant Use Cases

All

Functional
Requirements

Explicit Demand Response requirements
 The subsystem must accept demand response requests from DSOs,
including all relevant information, and inform the active aggregators via
USEF implementation.
 The subsystem should enable the aggregator to request the flexibility,
generation and load forecast of all assets under the aggregator’s control
using OpenADR reports through the Middleware.
 The subsystem should aggregate the received flexibility forecasts from the
assets based on their connections if they are within the set of connections
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of the DSO flexibility request. This will be done by the flexibility
aggregation component.
During the flexibility forecast aggregation the subsystem should filter and
select the most suitable assets to satisfy the flexibility request based on
several parameters, which will be determined during the development
phase (reliability, area, response time, fairness, etc.).
The subsystem should aggregate the load/generation forecasts as received
by the assets in order to provide this information to the DSOs for grid safety
analysis. This will be done by the D-prognosis component.
Upon reception of the flexibility order by the DSO (which refers to
congestion points) the DRMS should split the order to flexibility orders for
specific assets, based on their previously received flexibility forecast.
The subsystem should visualize (through the respective UI) information
about the status, availability, flexibility capacity and other operational
parameters of the connected assets to the retailer/aggregator. It should also
visualize whether the flexibility orders were carried out or not by the assets.

Implicit Demand Response requirements


Non-Functional
Requirements

The subsystem should receive energy price information from the EPE
component and make it available it to the connected assets via the
OpenADR middleware.

The communication with the DSO should follow the USEF framework,
implementing UFTP use cases/data model for information exchange.



The DRMS should host an OpenADR VTN implementation for
communication with the asset optimizers or the assets directly.
Security. The DRMS - DSO communication should be secure using HTTPS
protocol and SSL certification.

6.1.1.1 Universal Smart Energy Framework [USEF] DRIMPAC extensions
Name of
Component/Service:

USEF

Type:

framework

Functionality:

This is a framework that will be exploited on top of the USEF reference
implementation. The USEF implementation will address all the communication
aspects between the Aggregators and the DSOs regarding flexibility trading for
explicit Demand Response scenarios. In DRIMPAC, the UFTP use cases will be
implemented with the associated User Interfaces for the DSO and Aggregator
actors.
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Input components





DRIMPAC DRMS
DSO UI
Aggregator UI

Output components





DRIMPAC DRMS
DSO UI
Aggregator UI

Schematic diagrams

For each phase of the USEF trading procedure, schematic diagrams are included
at the USEF specifications document[7]. Indicatively, the information flow for
the the planning process of USEF/UFTP is presented below:

Relevant Use Cases

All USEF UCs relevant to the explicit Demand Response scenario :










Functional
Requirements

Publish Congestion Points
Publish Connections
Retrieve Congestion Points
Retrieve Active Aggregators
Exchange Flexibility Requests
Exchange Flexibility Offers
Revocation Flexibility Offer
Exchange Flexibility Orders
Process Settlement Items

Explicit Demand Response requirements
 The DSOs, should be able to provide congestion points and their associated
connections.
 The Aggregators should be able to publish the connections of their
customer assets.
 The Aggregators should be able to make flexibility offers to the DSO.
 The DSO should be able to receive Flexibility offers, select offers and order
flexibility provision.
 The Aggregator should be able to revoke a previous offer before the DSO
selects it and orders.
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Non-Functional
Requirements

The DSO should be able to see if the orders have been executed by the
Aggregators.

The subsystem follows the USEF framework, implementing UFTP use cases/data
model for information exchange adopting the corresponding non-functional
requirements.

For the extension of the USEF framework, the following subcomponents will be implemented.

6.1.1.2 Flexibility Aggregation subcomponent [FLAC]

Name of
Component/Service:

Flexibility Aggregation Component

Type:

Subcomponent

Functionality:

The FLAC filters and selects the assets that are capable of providing the requested
flexibility of a congestion point. (i.e. if the DSO requests load reduction, the
generating DERs will be excluded)
Each of the registered flexibility assets produces a flexibility forecast for the dayahead either at regular time intervals or when requested by DRMS. When the
DRMS receives a DSO flexibility request, FLAC collects the flexibility forecasts
of the assets from the DRMS DB and aggregates the flexibilities of the assets that
correspond to the connections of the congestion point published by the DSO.
Since the Aggregators can make multiple offers to the DSO, an optional
functionality may be the ranking of the assets based on their asking price for the
service offering and then creating several offers that differ in price and capacity.
The higher the flexibility capacity offer, the higher the aggregated service pricing
will be.
Other parameters can also be included when creating the aggregated offers. For
instance, the assets can be ranked based on their reliability (reliability = probability
of the flexibility order to be carried out as expected based on historical
performance).

Input components

 USEF implementation DSO.
 DRIMPAC Aggregator module.
 DRMS DB.

Output components

 USEF implementation DSO
 DRIMPAC Aggregator module
 DRMS DB
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Schematic diagram

Relevant Use Cases

UC01, UC02, UC03, UC04, UC05
 The component should collect all assets flexibility forecasts (as delivered by
the assets) in order to calculate the aggregated day-ahead flexibility
capabilities of the asset pool on the congestion point, depending on the
flexibility capabilities of the assets.
 Optional functional requirement is the provision of multiple flexibility
aggregates (which form multiple flexibility offers from the Aggregator to the
DSO) based on service asking price, reliability or other parameters. The
Aggregator should be able to select the preferred offer and submit it to the
DSO via the USEF implementation interface.

Functional
Requirements

Non-Functional
Requirements

-

6.1.1.3 D-Prognosis Component [DPC]

Name of
Component/Service:

D-prognosis Component

Type:

Subcomponent

Functionality:

Input components

Each of the registered flexibility assets produces a load or generation forecast for
the day-ahead either at regular time intervals or when requested by DRMS.
The D-prognosis component aggregates the forecasts for the assets connected at
the congestion point and submits it to the DSO according to the relevant UFTP use
case. Since the power flow simulation analysis at grid level is out of scope of
DRIMPAC (this is functionality that is not necessary for the conduct of explicit
DR tests), its implementation will be considered as it provides a smooth
integration of DSO for real world operation in the future.
 DRMS DB
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 USEF implementation DSO
 DRIMPAC Aggregator module
 DRMS DB

Output components

Schematic diagram

Relevant Use Cases

Prerequisite to UC03


Functional
Requirements

Non-Functional
Requirements

The component should collect all assets load or generation forecasts from
the DRMS DB (provided by the assets) in order to calculate the aggregated
day-ahead load, generation on the congestion points, to allow grid safety
analysis by the DSO according to the USEF.

-

6.1.1.4 DR disaggregation Component [DRC]

Name of
Component/Service:

DR disaggregation Component

Type:

subcomponent

Functionality:

Input components

After a flexibility offer by the Aggregator is accepted by the DSO, this component
receives DR flexibility order from USEF DSO and breaks it to DR commands for
specific assets according to their flexibility forecast.
In order to create the flexibility order for each asset, the DRC retrieves from the
DRMS the flexibilities of the assets that were used for the creation of the accepted
flexibility offer by the FLAC.
The DRC logs the flexibility orders for each asset in the DRMS DB.



USEF implementation DSO
DRMS DB
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Output components

USEF implementation DSO
DRMS DB

Schematic diagram

Relevant Use Cases

UC04, UC05


Functional
Requirements



Non-Functional
Requirements

The component should retrieve from the DRMS DB the list of assets that
are selected for the creation of the flexibility offer by the FLAC and their
corresponding flexibility forecast.
The component should be able to create OpenADR EiEvents for power
dispatching and transmit them via the DRMS VTN to the proper asset
VENs.

-

6.1.2 Energy Price Emulator [EPE]

Name of
Component/Service:

Energy Price Emulator

Type:

Component
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Functionality:

It will be responsible for the estimation of the price signal to be sent to each building
or DER specific type (e.g. Batteries) in order to generate bespoke DR signals that
will produce the desired, globally coordinated impact on the cumulative demand of
the retailer customers. Combining demand elasticity information with the retailer
financial objectives (e.g. profit margin, cost structure) will define the premium on
top of the wholesale energy prices that will yield the optimum effect in total energy
demand. The emulator will incorporate these premiums in price rate design
approaches to enable exploration, investigation and evaluation of dynamic pricing
schemes (e.g. Critical Peak Pricing, Real Time Pricing, Time-of-Use or novel ones
potentially incentivizing customers with above average and reliable demand
flexibility). Hence, the enrolment of risk averse customers will be motivated, the
protection of the energy poverty will be enhanced, whereas having the desired
impact on the retailer’s balance and finances.
The Energy Price Emulator component will calculate the retail prices based on each
pilot Aggregator requirements, in the form of different modes (ToU tariffs based on
seasonality, consumption level, time of day etc.). Each pilot site will be responsible
to provide to EPE’s subcomponent either directly the retail prices assigned to the
corresponding buildings or the corresponding pricing formula calculation that will
be applied on EPE in order to measure the prices per asset.
When the aforementioned mode of operation will not be applicable it is provisioned
another operation mode for the EPE by obtaining the wholesale day-ahead prices.
Based on the prices, the Aggregator/Retailer would be able to structure an hourly
dynamic pricing scheme, which can be transmitted via DRIMPAC Middleware to
the asset managers and end-users for implicit DR. The wholesale day ahead prices
are published in the ENTSO-e website for the EU countries and via the respective
API the EPE will download them and make them available to the system actors for
further processing. Dynamic pricing offers the possibility for critical peak pricing
scenarios in the future energy market environment, however testing such case will
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depend on the pilot restrictions, since the project deals with regular prosumers as
end-users.
Input components





Output components

Day Ahead retail prices provided by the Retailers / Aggregators premises
and retrieved by EPE to identify and dispatch the day-ahead prices to the
corresponding assets.
External data for wholesale electricity prices provided by ENTSO-E
website for each pilot country. Taxes and levies entered by the
Aggregator/Retailer via a provided formula file that will be used for the
calculations of the retail prices.

The simulated retail energy prices will feed the Demand Response Management
System component and the data will be sent via the Middleware (VTN) as
openADR messages.
The simulated retail energy prices will feed the User Interface components for
Aggregator and asset managers for implicit DR scenarios and will be visualized
with the Visual Analytics component.
The simulated retail energy prices will feed the device automatic operation
components for automated implicit DR scenarios if the relevant permissions are
provided to DRIMPAC by the end-users and asset managers.
The pricing data will be communicated via openADR messages.

Schematic diagram

Relevant Use Cases
Functional
Requirements

UC06, UC07





Non-Functional
Requirements




The Aggregator/Retailer must be able to provide the retail prices using an
EPE component as an API.
The end-user (retailer or consumer) must be able to obtain the emulated
real-time energy retail tariffs in the four pilot locations.
The associated UI should allow to the end-user to visualize the output
results of the Energy Tariff Emulator.
The tool needs to provide to the Middleware day-ahead energy retail tariffs
in case of automated implicit DR scenarios.
The module should store in a database historical and day-ahead data.
The module will be offered as a cloud service
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6.1.3 Visual Analytics [VA]

Name of
Component/Service:

Visual Analytics

Type:

Component

Functionality:

The DRIMPAC Visual Analytics component for the DR facilitator will enable
Aggregator/retailer to drill in and monitor the real-time energy
consumption/production as well as demand elasticity of each customer or at the
level of configurable customer clusters. It will collect and enhance historical
information about customer performance in order to assess the accuracy of
forecasts versus actual energy profile so as to classify consumers according to
retailer-specified KPIs, such as customer short/mid-term demand predictability,
that are crucial for portfolio assessment and to guide future customer acquisition
efforts. Moreover, it will follow real – time DR actions and decisions and it will
generate evaluation graphs regarding the performance of each asset.
The component will enable interaction with the DSO, showing DR requests and
related messaging. It will also visualize events and alerts relevant to the asset
portfolio. The component will visualize the information stemming from DRMS
regarding high-level assets clustering and related flexibility forecasts.

Input components





Demand Response Management System
DEDMF Database
Middleware

Output components



Aggregator /retailer UI

Relevant Use Cases

UC01, UC02, UC03, UC04, UC05, UC06

Functional
Requirements

Taking into account the modules the application needs to interact with, the
preliminary list of functionalities covered by it will be:





To allow the generation of asset clusters according with a selected criterion
by the user.
To allow the alternation of deletion of customer clusters.
To display overall state of energy related information (MW).
To display on a chart the temporal past production compared with the
consumption (MW).
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Non-Functional
Requirements






To display on a chart the temporal evolution of the electricity price for the
next desired hours. Also for gas and district heating if, this information is
available.
To display alerts informing about outliers during DR events.
To display real time decisions and actions based on the inputs from DRMS
module.
The application must be responsive.
The application must have a login.
The application must be accessible via web.
The connection with the other modules must be secure.

6.2 DRIMPAC Middleware
The DRIMPAC Middleware will enable and ensure the secure communication between all system actors
and assets by utilizing OpenADR messages. To that extend, the OpenADR VTN and VEN will be
implemented to the DRIMPAC Middleware. Furthermore, distinct DEDMF components will be used
for the VTN and VEN integration, in conformity with the OpenADR configuration.
The VTN component will be installed at the Aggregator level and will exploit the OpenADR 2.0b
specifications. The necessary enhancements that will be considered in order to enable the creation and
dispatch of explicit and implicit DR signals for the day-ahead horizon are the following:
1. Expansion of the internal VTN’s OpenADR builder functions in accordance with the latest
OpenADR specifications.
2. API exposure, in which the Middleware will receive the operation commands given from the
DRIMPAC’s DRMS
3. Standardization of the reporting information from the registered assets to the Aggregators i.e.
flexibility forecast which will be transmitted as OpenADR Reports (EiReports).
The VEN component will be installed as an individual service. The VEN will handle the communication
between the assets and expose necessary APIs to gather measurements from the assets along with
forwarding the high-level DR signals coming from the VTN to the corresponding DEDMF components
for operation.
For the VEN implementation in compliance with the DRIMPAC project, the following enhancements
are considered:
1. Establishment of VEN communication with the OpenADR to IEC 61850 Gateway and other
necessary modules for IEC 61850 (Annex II) in order to feature DER management systems with
IEC61850 interfaces.
2. Residential buildings feature the EMG to bridge the communication with the VEN
3. Tertiary buildings feature the BEMS, will be extended with DRIMPAC services for flexibility
forecasting and exploitation
An overview of the actions dispatched and received from the bi-directional communication of the VTNVEN can be summarized below:
 DEDMF Database
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Reporting Telemetry measurements
DR events from VTN to VEN dispatch
Asset information communication and storage (in regards to asset status, availability, flexibility
forecasting and other parameters to be determined during the development phase.)
Asset operational command and control (for DERs)
Asset operational command (for building assets)

Figure 6.1: Middleware Overview
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6.3 DRIMPAC repository

Name of
Component/Service:

DRIMPAC Database

Type:

Database

Functionality:

The main DEDMF Database that will store information and accept queries from
multiple DRIMPAC components will be integrated at the Aggregator’s / Retailer
side. The selected database is MongoDB having many advantages for storing
custom shape data. Specifically:
1. DRIMPAC’s energy services and fields will define the schema of the
MongoDB.
2. The document query language supported by MongoDB complements a
vital role in supporting dynamic queries.
3. Scalability.
4. Application objects can directly be used as they are saved as data objects
in MongoDB.
5. Faster access of the data due to its nature of using the internal memory for
the storage.
6. MongoDB can also be used as a file system, facilitating the load
balancing.
7. Searching by regex and fields is supported.
The core functionalities that will be implemented by using MongoAPI will be:





Input components






Establishment of transparent access and centralized communication to the
Database in order to conveniently ingress energy services and asset
information.
Search interfaces: The aggregator must be able to whenever it is needed
to search for suitable assets regarding his needs. The queries that will be
used will filter only the relevant assets that will maximize the profit of the
corresponding aggregator. Moreover, queries will match assets based on
the unique identifier to yield pre-defined aggregator‐portfolios and gain
access to technical specifications.
The Asset Managers will establish communication with the Database in
order to update energy services and the corresponding information as well
as modify technical data of their asset.
Demand Response Management System
DER Management and Registration System
Building Management System
Energy Management Gateway
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Output components

Relevant Use Cases
Functional
Requirements






Demand Response Management System
DER Management and Registration System
Building Management System
Energy Management Gateway



Registration of DER. The information to be registered shall include the
main rated characteristics of the DER system, consumption/generation
information as well as information about the location (GIS/GPS data), and
the grid connection point (Point of Common Coupling ‐ PCC).
DER removal.
Search for Assets: The aggregator shall get asset related data, using a
unique asset identifier.
Access to Database: The DB needs to provide access to the different actors
using and updating the database entries.
Search for Energy Services: The aggregators should have the capability to
filter their searches according to specific energy services.
Update Energy Service Data
Energy Service removal.
Storage of technical and energy service data: Technical Asset system
information like asset type or asset id. This information will be used for
search and usage purposes. The energy related data would contain
information like available power rating, reliability, asset availability and
price per energy service.

All









Non-Functional
Requirements







Availability & Robustness: Since vital DRIMPAC components rely on the
Database’s availability, the system should be tolerant and reduce the
possibility of downtime. To gain a high availability the Database and the
created APIs handle abnormalities in input without losing their function.
Performance: All the applied queries to the databases should follow best
and optimized practices.
Security. Specific access rights will be allowed to certified users that
would interact with the Database.
Information/data Privacy: The Database should not store information as
foreseen by the applicable law regarding user specific data especially for
residential and tertiary buildings.

6.4 DRIMPAC district-level DER layer
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6.4.1 DER Management and Registration Component

Name of
Component/Service:

DER Management and Registration Component

Type:

Component

Functionality:

The DER Management and Registration System will be constituted by a user
interface where the respective manager will define the energy services available
to operate for the DER, as well as the DER identification and type.

Input components

IEC 61850 Server

Output components





Relevant Use Cases

UC01

Functional
Requirements





Non-Functional
Requirements






Demand Response Management System
OpenADR to IEC 61850 Gateway
IEC 61850 Server

The DER Manager should select the available energy services for the
specific DER.
The DER Manager should provide the DER Type and the ID of the DER.
The DER Management System will enable the IEC 61850 Client in case
the DER is not compatible with the IEC 61850 interface.
The user interface must be responsive.
The user interface must have a login.
The application must be accessible via web.
The connection with the other modules must be secure.

6.4.2 OpenADR to 61850 Gateway

Name of
Component/Service:

OpenADR to 61850 Gateway

Type:

Component

Functionality:

The OpenADR to IEC 61850 purpose is twofold:


Receive an OpenADR message transmitted by the Middleware VTN
implementation.
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Construct and send to the DERMS VEN implementation the required
parameters to build an OpenADR message containing information gathered
from DER Asset Management module or the IEC 61850 server.

Input components





Middleware.
DER Management and Registration component.
IEC 61850 Server.

Output components




Middleware.
IEC 61850 Server.

Relevant Use Cases
Functional
Requirements

UC05, UC06, UC07



Non-Functional
Requirements




The Gateway should expose endpoint APIs to achieve communication with
its input components.
The Gateway should inform the receiver for the outcome of the translation
and report any inconsistencies.
The Gateway should be customizable according to the DER Type.
The OpenADR to IEC 61850 gateway should be implemented to be
scalable and translate the messages in an optimal way in order not be
affected by the time granularity of the reports transmitted or received.

6.4.3 DER Visual Analytics

Name of
Component/Service:

DER Visual Analytics

Type:

Component

Functionality:

The DRIMPAC Visual Analytics component for the DER layer will enable the
end-users of DER facilities to drill in and monitor the real-time energy production
along with the flexibility potential of each DER facility. It will collect and
visualize historical information about customer performance in order to assess the
accuracy of forecasts versus actual energy profile. Moreover, it will follow real –
time DR actions and decisions and it will generate evaluation graphs regarding the
performance of each asset in terms of power and monetary validation.
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Input components





Demand Response Management System
DER Management System
Middleware

Output components



DER Asset Management User Interface

Relevant Use Cases
Functional
Requirements

UC01, UC02, UC05, UC06, UC07








Non-Functional
Requirements






Monitoring the overall operation
Provide Historical data (energy production and storage)
Visualize real time data, enabling comparison with historical data.
Display alerts informing about outliers during DR events.
Display real time decisions and actions based on the inputs from DRMS
module.
Display of benefits from participation in DR programs
The facility manager will provide DER register data (type, ID, nominal
values, constraints).

The application must be responsive.
The application must have a login.
The application must be accessible via web.
The connection with the other modules must be safe.

6.5 DRIMPAC Residential buildings layer

6.5.1 Energy Management Gateway for residential buildings (EMG)

Name of
Component/Service:

Energy Management Gateway for residential buildings (EMG)

Type:

Component

Functionality:

The Energy Management Gateway (EMG) component would serve as a mediator
between OneM2M-based Smart Home gateway and the OpenADR protocol in the
communication chain of DRIMPAC interoperability layer. The EMG will host a
VEN and support bi-directional mediation between protocols and bi-directional
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data-model translation in a semantically coherent manner. The EMG
implementation will be based on an adaptive data-driven Knowledge Manager of
a new generation, which uses ontologies to convert data models and serve
application data requirements through standardized and unified interfaces, and
also uses artificial intelligence methodologies to enhance its performance and to
adapt to the volume and structure of the available information about the system.
Semantic data enrichment will be achieved using Siemens’ Complex Event
Processing & Stream Processing engines, which can perform semantic event
processing, enrichment and annotation within the real-time requirements of the
DRIMPAC application components.
Essential subcomponents:




Model mapping component
Semantic enrichment component
AI-driven dynamic Knowledge graph

Input components






Middleware
Customer Energy Manager (CEM)
Flexibility Extraction Module (HCFER)
Virtual Energy Storage Module (VES)

Output components






Middleware
Customer Energy Manager (CEM)
Flexibility Extraction Module (HCFER)
Virtual Energy Storage Module (VES)

Relevant Use Cases
Functional
Requirements

UC05, UC06, UC07




Non-Functional
Requirements





Receive OpenADR signals from the Middleware.
Communicate control signals – corresponding to specific actions – to
either RCEM or VA.
Connect to middleware and provide all relevant data required by other
applications.
The application must be responsive.
The connection with the middleware must be safe.
The connection with CEM and other local residential modules should be
safe and fast.

6.5.2 Customer Energy Manager for residential buildings (RCEM)
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Name of
Component/Service:

Customer Energy Manager for residential buildings

Type:

Component

Functionality:

According to CENELEC-M/490, standard Customer Energy Manager (CEM) is
a logical function optimizing energy consumption and/or production based on
signals received from the grid, consumer’s settings and contracts, and devices
minimum performance standards. The CEM collects messages sent to and
received from connected devices; in particular in the in-home/building sector. It
can handle general or dedicated load and generation management commands and
then forwards these to the connected devices.
Therefore, in DRIMPAC IT solution, the Customer Energy Manager is the
component responsible for several important tasks concerning building energy
management and building supervisory in residential premises.
These tasks include:
1. Control and Monitoring of every smart device inside the residence
including smart actuators and controllers, smart plugs, power clamps and
power meter, thermostats and sensing devices. The Proprietary bridge
delivers the necessary connectivity and compatibility for a reliable
communication between CEM and Smart Home and IoT devices.
2. Data processing of the retrieved raw information from the abovementioned
devices. Data processing includes: raw data processing, detection of
critical information, delivering of specific information to dedicated
modules and alert identification.
3. Data storage in a distributed dedicated database hosted on the Cloud Server
only reachable by the Energy Management System.
4. Administration and activation of software modules. On the top of the
energy management system, there are software tools (modules) such as the
Human-centric Flexibility Extractor, the Virtual Energy Storage and the
predictive maintenance module that interact with CEMS while adding
intelligence and efficiency to system architecture.
5. Break down of the building or apartment-level demand response signals
received from the DRMS to specific load controls and device
actuations/configurations according to the schedule and calculations of the
Human-centric Flexibility Extractor and the Virtual Energy Storage
modules.
6. The building’s forecasted flexibility will be communicated to the DRMS
level.
CEMS will be designed and implemented based on the aspects and specifications
of oneM2M technology. Finally, CEMS can communicate through the Energy
Management Gateway with DRIMPAC Demand Response Management System.
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Input components

Proprietary Bridge (OneM2M communication protocols):





Indoor Ambient Conditions
Occupancy presence
Metering data (device consumption)
User control actions

Human-centric Flexibility Extractor:





Visual comfort profiling
Thermal comfort profiling
Demand Flexibility
Demand Elasticity

DRMS/Energy Management Gateway:




Explicit Demand Response signal
Dynamic Energy Prices for Implicit Demand Response
Elasticity Data

External Sources:

Output components

Weather Data

Proprietary Bridge (OneM2M communication protocols) control actions to the
following devices:





HVAC thermostat control
DHW controller
Smart light controller
Smart plug controller

Human-centric Flexibility Extractor & Virtual Energy Storage Module:






Indoor Ambient Conditions
Occupancy presence
Metering data (device consumption)
User control actions
Weather Data

Human-centric Flexibility Extractor:


Elasticity Data

Energy Management Gateway / DRIMPAC DRMS:


Demand Flexibility
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Demand Elasticity

Visual Analytics for residential buildings


Dynamic Retail Prices

Schematic diagram

Relevant Use Cases
Functional
Requirements

UC05, UC06, UC07









Non-Functional
Requirements





The Customer Energy Management System should efficiently cooperate
with the end-users Interface and provide the necessary information
(monitoring data, control actions, flexibility calculations) for data
visualization in a compatible for the UI output format.
The CEMS must have the control of every unit and controllable device
inside the building that is associated with demand response program
(building administration) and the necessary interface to interact and
exchange information with them.
The CEMS ought to perform the necessary actions for the preservation of
the preferable indoor conditions inside the premise.
The CEMS ought to deliver full interoperability with all building assets
including generation and storage assets such as Renewable Energy Sources
(RES) and batteries.
The CEMS should alert occupants via the end-user interface in case of any
malfunction on the under-control equipment.
The CEMS software must developed in a way to be scalable for further
deployment in order to be compatible with a variety of future building
assets inside residential buildings.
The necessary interoperability with add-ons software modules and the
market actors’ IT solutions should be supported.
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Support extensibility for a variety of building sizes and building assets
Be configurable based on retrieved data from building audit campaigns
Support the reliable operation of every DRIMPAC component/module
installed inside the building.

6.5.3 Proprietary Bridge (RPB)

Name of
Component/Service:

Proprietary Bridge

Type:

Device

Functionality:

The Proprietary Bridge is the network component responsible for the
interconnection among a variety of smart home and IoT devices and the Customer
Energy Management System. The Proprietary Bridge prescribes the hardware
infrastructure required to be deployed in the residential pilot assets, in order to
establish the communication hub for sensing (occupancy, indoor conditions),
metering (consumption) and monitoring (device status and control) data.
It's actually all the wireless shields and the software drivers that will be included
on the SMARTBOX device for the wireless communication between the
Customer Energy Management systems (CEMS) and the various sensor/metering
devices inside the apartments. This component delivers connectivity through WiFi, Z-Wave, Bluetooth and ZigBee communication protocols.

Input components

Smart home devices (Monitoring Data):





Indoor Ambient Conditions (temperature, humidity, illuminance, CO2
concentration).
Occupancy presence.
Metering data (device consumption).
User control actions.

Customer Energy Management System (Control Actions):

Output components

Device controls/configurations.

Customer Energy Management System (Monitoring Data):




Indoor Ambient Conditions (temperature, humidity, illuminance, CO2
concentration).
Occupancy presence.
Metering data (device consumption).
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User control actions.

Smart home devices (Control Actions):

Relevant Use Cases
Functional
Requirements

UC05, UC06, UC07




Non-Functional
Requirements

Device controls/configurations.







Proprietary Bridge should support several communication protocols: ZWave, WiFi, Zigbee, Ethernet.
Platform architecture should be based on oneM2M.
Support communications with Message Brokers such as RabbitMQ
Message Oriented Middleware.
Proprietary Bridge must be compatible with a variety of IoT devices and
building assets.
Proprietary Bridge must be scalable and upgradeable.
Support hardware extensions (e.g. hardware boards, devices with usb
interfaces).
Be configurable according to building and IoT devices requirements.
Be reliable and not expensive.

6.5.4 Human-Centric Flexibility Extractor for residential and tertiary buildings (HCFER)

Name of
Component/Service:

Human-Centric Flexibility Extractor for residential and tertiary buildings

Type:

Component

Functionality:

Human-Centric Flexibility Extractor is a software component responsible for
discovering the demand flexibility and estimate demand elasticity at building
level based on occupants’ comfort boundaries. More precisely, this module is
designed to identify individual asset related demand flexibility, based on occupant
comfort preferences, occupancy and weather information and device operational
details. Human-Centric Flexibility Extractor is a multi-task module on the top of
the Building Energy Management system for both residential and tertiary
Buildings and is constituted of a number of interleaved components.
These components with their subcomponents are:
1. Occupancy Profiling Engine, which consists of the:
a. Occupancy Profile Model
b. Occupancy Prediction Engine
2. Demand Flexibility Engine, with its submodules:
a. Forecasting Engine
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b. Thermal Comfort Profiling Engine
c. Visual Comfort Profiling Engine
3. Demand Elasticity Profiling, with the following subcomponents:
a. Forecasting Engine
b. Elasticity of Demand Estimator
c. Elasticity of Substitution Estimator
These components are responsible for performing the following tasks:
1. Analyze the comfort boundaries (Demand Flexibility Engine) on multiple
constituents of indoor ambience and then creates personal/group comfort
profiles according to occupants’ preferences. Comfort profiling refers to
indoor temperature/thermal conditions (thermal comfort profile) and to
lighting levels (lighting comfort profile). Other loads might be included
such as hot water preferences (DHW boundaries).
2. Identify the occupancy profiles (Occupancy Profiling Engine) inside the
building or the monitoring zone. For occupancy, profiling, respective
sensors will need to be installed in the buildings. Otherwise, predefined
occupancy profiles will need to be used, which though may have
significant adverse effects in the flexibility profiling process.
3. Forecast baseline consumption (Demand Flexibility Engine) based on
collected data from the Building Energy Management System.
Furthermore, external variables, e.g. weather or seasonal patterns, as well
as internal variables, e.g. domestic habits, business processes, are taken
into account when generating profiles and forecasts.
4. Calculate available demand flexibility (Demand Flexibility Engine)
extracted from the comfort-related loads – e.g. lighting, space heating,
cooling, hot water. Since, typically comfort is achieved within parameter
boundaries, not only at exact values, demand flexibility can be extracted
by leveraging the comfort levels as long as there is no or minimal impact
on occupants’ comfort. The difference between the baseline consumption
and the energy consumption referred to the leveraged comfort levels is
demand flexibility. Finally, the calculated demand flexibility can be
delivered as a response to a demand response signal in an explicit demand
response program. Although Demand flexibility refers to the alteration in
power consumption, the HFCE module will also have to provide
information about the duration of the delivered flexibility and the
activation time. Therefore, a major objective of this module is to
administrate the aggregated demand flexibility that stems from different
loads and appliances characterized by different levels of duration and
responsiveness.
5. Estimate demand elasticity (Demand Elasticity Engine) based on historical
data related with the retailer's pricing strategy and the occupants’
correspondence in price fluctuations (alteration of their energy
consumption related with the dynamic prices). The demand elasticity
engine will consider occupants comfort profiles through information
exchange with both comfort-profiling engines and, therefore, will estimate
the elasticity of demand in a human-centric manner. Elasticity of demand
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and elasticity of substitution estimations for the predefined period and
intervals will be delivered upon request to the energy retailer in the frame
of an implicit Demand Response.
Both outputs of this component (demand flexibility and demand elasticity) will
be delivered to CEMS/BEMS of the building. Then, upon request, the HCFER
module in cooperation with the CEMS/BEMS, can return to the energy retailer,
via the interoperability layer, forecasts of maximum available flexibility and
estimations of elasticity from the specific asset.
The Human-Centric Flexibility Extraction module is only responsible for the
calculation of demand flexibility and elasticity. During demand response events,
CEMS/BEMS of the building are responsible for performing any necessary
control upon building assets.
Input components

Customer Energy Management System:







Indoor Ambient Conditions (temperature, humidity, illuminance, CO2
concentration).
Occupancy presence.
Metering data (device consumption).
User control actions.
Weather data.
Elasticity training data (from the retailer’s Energy Price Emulator
component).

Virtual Energy Storage:

Output components

VES-related demand flexibility (flexibility from thermal appliances).

Customer Energy Management System:





Visual Comfort Profiles.
Thermal Comfort Profiles.
Demand flexibility calculation (aggregated).
Demand elasticity.

Virtual Energy Storage:


Thermal Comfort Profiles.
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Schematic diagrams

Relevant Use Cases
Functional
Requirements

UC5, UC7






The HCFER module must offer functionalities for estimating comfort
profiling and occupancy profiling.
The HCFER module must offer functionalities for estimating baseline
demand, as a step towards extracting the flexibility.
This module does not directly offer any primary functionalities to endusers. HCFER is a software component, which performs high complexity
calculations on the top of CEMS/BEMS and does not interact with the endusers. A further integration with the end-user visualization platform will
enable the creation of a UI for the occupants, through which they will be
able to retrieve information about their comfort and present indoor
conditions, in order to increase interest and active participation.
The module needs as input a variable that defines the acceptable
discomfort levels for the occupants. Such a value, if considered a userdefined parameter, will have to be provided through the UI.
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Non-Functional
Requirements



The module should support either intra or next-day estimation of
flexibility/elasticity for a requested time interval, dependent upon the
examined DR scenarios in the project. For example, a ToU scenario would
require the estimation of demand elasticity for the next period with a
specified tariff. A close to real-time estimation of these two metrics, and
especially demand flexibility, would be ideal for project objectives.



The HFCER module must be developed on a generic platform and be
compatible with a variety of building energy management systems for both
residential and tertiary buildings.
Support extensibility for different building sizes and number of occupants.
Deliver reliable results inside maximum system latency.




6.5.5 Virtual Energy Storage (VES)

Name of
Component/Service:

Virtual Energy Storage

Type:

Component

Functionality:

Virtual Energy Storage Module (VES) is the component responsible for
discovering and exploiting virtual energy storage potential within buildings. This
can be achieved by controlling the operation of HVAC and water boiler systems.
Following pre-heating or pre-cooling strategies to shift the energy demand for
heating or cooling the indoor environment or by pre-heating the medium in water
boilers and storage heaters the VES scope is to minimize energy cost and/or
enhance demand flexibility. These techniques enhance the demand flexibility
potential while preserving occupants’ comfort.
Virtual Energy Storage is a complex and multi-task module on the top of the
Building Energy Management system and it is constituted of a number of
interleaved components. These components with their sub-components, are:
Thermal Optimization Engine, which includes the energy optimization algorithm
and required algorithmic engines for VES-related demand flexibility calculation.
Thermal Modelling, which includes the methodology with the required
mathematical models and information for the buildings and devices
parametrization. The sub-components of thermal modelling are:
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Building Parametrization, engine for providing thermal space models.
Device Parametrization, a database with thermal devices’ parameters.



Energy Storage Estimation Engine, which exchanges information with the
external components

As already mentioned, the DRIMPAC VES module will actually comprise a
thermal zone/building model and the thermal optimization engine.
The simplified thermal zone/building model is a generic model easily applied to
the vast majority of different building typologies and it is necessary for the
extraction of the building thermal parameters. Instead of a detailed analysis and
modelling based upon the structure and construction characteristics of each
building, this model will extract the zone/building thermal parameters only
relying on collected data from low-cost sensing and metering devices.
The thermal optimization algorithm/engine is the procedure responsible for the
calculation of demand flexibility while taking under consideration the satisfaction
of building occupants’ thermal needs and their preferences. The thermal comfort
profiling engine of Human centric demand flexibility extractor will notify the
Energy Storage Estimation Engine of VES module and, thus, the energy
optimization algorithm about the occupants’ thermal comfort profile based on
sensing data and user triggers analysis. Then, the energy optimization algorithm
according to the comfort profiling information and building thermal parameters
will calculate the baseline demand of a thermal appliance. Finally, the
optimization engine will extract the VES-related demand flexibility by solving the
same problem with leveraged thermal comfort boundaries.
Finally yet importantly, this module will interface and highly collaborate with the
Human-Centric Flexibility Extractor. The Flexibility Extractor will provide VES
with the occupants’ thermal comfort profiles while the VES will look into the
potential operational strategy on thermal appliances and will provided the
calculated demand flexibility. The VES-related demand will be embedded in the
aggregated demand flexibility profile.
Input components

Customer Energy Management System:






Indoor Ambient Conditions (temperature, humidity, CO2 concentration).
Metering data (device consumption).
User control actions.
Weather data.
Occupancy presence.

Human Centric Flexibility Extractor:


Thermal comfort profiles (occupants’ boundaries in indoor temperature
level and preference in demand for hot water).
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Output components

Human Centric Flexibility Extractor:


Relevant Use Cases
Functional
Requirements

UC05, UC07








Non-Functional
Requirements

VES-related demand flexibility calculation.




The component must be provided with information about all building’s
thermal appliances and for each one of the building’s thermal zones.
The component must expose a service for informing the flexibility
estimation engine on available preheating/precooling flexibility values, at
the same time granularity, which the flexibility module uses.
Information on preheating/precooling, as well as demand requirements
may be communicated to/by the occupant through the respective end-user
interface.
Occupants must have the opportunity to set their personalized preferences
on indoor conditions via the respective end-user interface.
Occupants must have the opportunity to overpass the VES module
configurations on thermal appliances via the respective end-user interface.
The VES module should be configured based upon the existing thermal
appliances in every building’s thermal zone.
VES module configuration should be based on audits campaigns inside the
buildings.

6.5.6 Residential Visual Analytics

Name of
Component/Service:

Residential layer Visual Analytics

Type:

Component

Functionality:

The DRIMPAC Visual Analytics component for the Residential layer will enable
the building owners and the end-users of Residential facilities to drill in and
monitor the real-time energy consumption/production as well as demand
elasticity of each residential facility. It will collect and enhance historical
information about customer performance in order to assess the accuracy of
forecasts versus actual energy profile Moreover, it will follow real – time DR
actions and decisions and it will generate evaluation graphs regarding the
performance of each asset.
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Input components





Demand Response Management System
RCEM
Middleware

Output components



Web Interface

Relevant Use Cases

All

Functional
Requirements

Taking into account the modules the application needs to interact with, the list of
functionalities covered by it will be:












Non-Functional
Requirements






Monitoring of the overall operation for each building.
Monitoring of benefits from participation in DR programs.
Monitoring of Historical Local Hub data (energy consumption and
production).
To display alerts informing about outliers during DR events.
To display real time decisions and actions.
Facility Manager should be able to remotely control different types of
residencies in the infrastructure.
Facility Manager should be able to set constraints on the operation of the
building based on scheduling, external-to-DRIMPAC contracts and user
comfort levels.
To display overall state of energy related information (MW).
To display on a chart the temporal past production compared with the
consumption (MW).
End-users will be able to monitor real time data about internal building
conditions, energy profiles, weather conditions, pricing policies and
evaluation reports.
The application must be responsive.
The application must have a login.
The application must be accessible via web.
The connection with the other modules must be safe.

6.5.7 Predictive maintenance component
Name of
Component/Service:

Predictive maintenance

Type:

Component
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Functionality:

The DRIMPAC predictive maintenance component will empower the building
automation engineers and end-users to maintain the electric and control systems
of the building including DRIMPAC components. PREM supports the analysis
of new or retrofitted buildings who have to be predictively maintained so key
functionalities are not failing, depriving the end users of comfort or even greater
economic damage. The sensor data and logfile collections from building
controllers and smart systems is used to learn correctness and correlations of the
functionalities, PREM being able to learn and detect ongoing if components are
about to fail.

Input components

Output components

Relevant Use Cases

Functional
Requirements












Propriety Bridge
RCEM
Middleware
Human-centric Flexibility Extractor
DRMS/Energy Management Gateway
External Sources
Customer Energy Management System
VES-related demand flexibility
Smart home devices (Monitoring Data)
Customer Energy Management System





Web Interface
SMTP service
Messaging service

None. The module provides a value-adding service outside the Demand Response
domain.










DPRM monitors function of each electrical element and displays results,
reports and alarms for technical personnel.
DPRM sends alerts informing about outliers values and outliers events and
complex events.
DPRM can expose on demand a service to inform third party technical
service platforms.
DPRM may send real time alerts on multiple communication channels.
DPRM will display the lifetime, degradation and maintenance of the
system.
Engineers will be able to visualize data related to system condition.
DPRM must have access to VES module configurations and user centric
setup or control profile of individual systems and subsystems.
Thresholds and variability coefficients have to be available to DPRM as
features to the analytics module.
DPRM has to be able to access log files of the controllers and systems.
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Non-Functional
Requirements

 The application must have a secure access.
 The application must be accessible via browser.
 The connection with the other modules be secured.

6.5.8 Smart Home Gateway

Name of
Component/Service:

Smart Home Gateway

Type:

Component

Functionality:

Smart Home Gateway is a logical component that refers to the unified demand
response solution for residential buildings.
Smart Home Gateway is constituted by the Customer Energy Manager, the
Human-Centric Flexibility Extractor, the Virtual Energy Storage and the Energy
Management Gateway. It is generally responsible for the following four primary
functions: computing demand flexibility and/or elasticity for an asset, passing
down towards the HVAC, DHW and lighting devices the requests for flexibility
modification, monitoring the progress of a DR event to identify whether it is
satisfied or not and, finally, use OpenADR for the communication with the
DRMS.
Smart Home Gateway will be a generic full operational solution for residential
premises based upon M/490 specifications and compatible with the OpenADR
standard.

Input components

Communicates through the Energy Management Gateway of the residential
buildings with the Demand Response service provider.

Output components

Monitoring and control of all smart home and IoT devices inside the residential
premise.

Relevant Use Cases

UC05, UC06, UC07

Functional
Requirements

 Support OpenADR communication protocol.
 Support OneM2M platform design.
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6.6 DRIMPAC Tertiary buildings layer

6.6.1 Building Energy Management System for tertiary buildings

Name of
Component/Service:

Building Energy Management System [BEMS]

Type:

Component

Functionality:

Building Energy Management System is the component responsible for several
important tasks concerning building energy management and building
supervisory in tertiary premises.
These tasks include:
1. Control and Monitoring of every smart device inside the tertiary including
smart actuators and controllers, smart plugs, power clamps and power
meter, thermostats and sensing devices. The Local Controller delivers the
necessary connectivity and compatibility for a reliable communication
between BEMS and IoT devices.
2. Data processing of the retrieved raw information from the
abovementioned devices. Data processing includes: raw data processing,
detection of critical information, delivering of specific information to
dedicated modules and alert identification.
3. Administration and activation of software modules. On the top of the
energy management system there are software tools (modules) such as the
Human-centric Flexibility Extractor, the Virtual Energy Storage and the
predictive maintenance module that interact with BEMS while adding
intelligence and efficiency to system architecture.
4. Flexibility calculation and forecasting for tertiary building. The building’s
forecasted flexibility will be pushed to the Aggregator’s level through the
OpenADR reports and be stored in DEDMF Database, where the
aggregator can filter and search for suitable tertiary buildings.
5. Break down of the building-level demand response signals received from
the DRMS to specific load controls and device actuations/configurations
according to the schedule and calculations of the Human-centric
Flexibility Extractor and the Virtual Energy Storage module.

Input components






Local Controller of each building
Human-centric Flexibility Extractor
inEIS platform
DRMS

Output components



Human-centric Flexibility Extractor & Virtual Energy Storage Module
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Relevant Use Cases
Functional
Requirements

UC05, UC06, UC07









Non-Functional
Requirements

Middleware /DRMS
inEIS platform
Visual Analytics for tertiary buildings








The BEMS should efficiently cooperate with the end-users VA and provide
the necessary information (monitoring data, control actions, flexibility
calculations) for data visualization in a compatible for the UI output
format.
The BEMS must have the control of every unit and controllable device
inside the building that is associated with demand response program
(building administration) and the necessary interface to interact and
exchange information with them.
The BEMS ought to perform the necessary actions for the preservation of
the preferable indoor conditions inside the premise.
The BEMS ought to deliver full interoperability with all building assets
including generation and storage assets such as Renewable Energy
Sources (RES) and batteries.
The BEMS should alert building owners via the end-user interface in case
of any malfunction on the under-control equipment.
The BEMS software must developed in a way to be scalable for further
deployment in order to be compatible with a variety of future building
assets inside tertiary buildings.
The necessary interoperability with add-ons software modules and the
market actors’ IT solutions should be supported.
Support extensibility for a variety of building sizes and building assets.
Be configurable based on retrieved data from building audit campaigns.
Support the reliable operation of every DRIMPAC component/module
installed inside the building.

6.6.2 Local Controller in Tertiary Buildings
Name of
Component/Service:

Local Controller

Type:

Device

Functionality:

The Local Controller is the network component responsible for the interconnection
among a variety of smart home and IoT devices and the BEMS. The Local
Controller (usually a smart PLC device) prescribes the hardware infrastructure
required to be deployed in the tertiary pilot assets, in order to establish the
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communication hub for sensing (occupancy, indoor conditions), metering
(consumption) and monitoring (device status and control) data. This component
delivers connectivity through Wi-Fi, KNX and LON communication protocols.
Input components

Tertiary devices (Monitoring Data):





Indoor Ambient Conditions (temperature, humidity, illuminance, CO2
concentration).
Occupancy presence.
Metering data (device consumption).
User control actions.

BEMS (Control Actions):

Output components

Device controls/configurations.

BEMS (Monitoring Data):





Indoor Ambient Conditions (temperature, humidity, illuminance, CO2
concentration).
Occupancy presence.
Metering data (device consumption).
User control actions.

Tertiary devices (Control Actions):


Device controls/configurations.

Relevant Use Cases

UC05, UC06, UC07

Functional
Requirements

-

Non-Functional
Requirements

-

6.6.3 OpenADR client for BEMs communication
Name of
Component/Service:

Open ADR client

Type:

Component

Functionality:

The OpenADR client will ensure the end-to-end communication between the
installed BEMS (DESIGO, Honeywell) through their energy management
gateway that is the inEIS platform and the DRMS component of DRIMPAC,
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Input components




Middleware
inEIS








Middleware
inEIS
DRMS
Flexibility Extraction Module (HCFER)
Virtual Energy Storage Module (VES)
Virtual Energy Node (VEN)


Output components

Relevant Use Cases
Functional
Requirements

UC05, UC06, UC07




Non-Functional
Requirements





Receive BEMS status of the commercial BEMS systems through the
inEIS platform
Communicate control signals – corresponding to specific actions – to
either BEMS through inEIS or VA assets.
Connect to middleware and provide all relevant data required by other
applications.
The application must be responsive
The connection with the middleware must be safe.
The connection with BEMS and other local tertiary modules should be
secure and fast

6.6.4 Tertiary building Visual Analytics

Name of
Component/Service:

Tertiary building Visual Analytics

Type:

Component

Functionality:

The DRIMPAC Visual Analytics component for the Tertiary layer will enable
the building owners of Tertiary facilities to drill in and monitor the real-time
energy consumption/production as well as demand elasticity of each tertiary
facility. It will collect and enhance historical information about customer
performance in order to assess the accuracy of forecasts versus actual energy
profile Moreover, it will follow real – time DR actions and decisions and it will
generate evaluation graphs regarding the performance of each asset.
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Input components





Demand Response Management System
BEMS
Middleware

Output components



Web Interface

Relevant Use Cases

UC01, UC05, UC06, UC07

Functional
Requirements

Taking into account the modules the application needs to interact with, the list
of functionalities covered by it will be:












Non-Functional
Requirements






Monitoring of the overall operation for each building.
Monitoring of benefits from participation in DR programs.
Monitoring of Historical Local Hub data (energy consumption and
production).
To display alerts informing about outliers during DR events.
To display real time decisions and actions.
Facility Manager should be able to control different types of residencies
in the infrastructure remotely.
Facility Manager should be able to set constraints on the operation of
the building based on scheduling, external-to-DRIMPAC contracts and
user comfort levels.
To display overall state of energy related information (MW).
To display on a chart the temporal past production compared with the
consumption (MW).
Facility owners will be able to monitor real time data about internal
building conditions, energy profiles, weather conditions, pricing
policies and evaluation reports.
The application must be responsive
The application must have a login
The application must be accessible via web
The connection with the other modules must be secure.

7. PILOT Deployment of DRIMPAC Architecture
In this section, the conceptual architecture of the pilot deployment is presented. The approach for the
tertiary and residential buildings along with the district – level DERs is specified. As described in the
following sections, the high-level architecture of the DRIMPAC that is applicable to each building layer
of the Pilot sites is illustrated. The detailed software and hardware requirements along with the existing
infrastructure of the pilot buildings are included at Deliverables D3.1 and D4.5.

7.1 Pilot Sites Deployment Architecture
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7.1.1 UCY Pilot deployment architecture
The proposed architecture for the tertiary buildings of the UCY pilot, where the existing infrastructure
of the Pilot is considered is depicted at Figure 7.1

Figure 7.1. UCY pilot DRIMPAC deployment (tertiary buildings)
The architectural deployment of the tertiary building layer follows the above presented figure for each
pilot building. There are two BEMS types; Siemens Desigo BEMS and Honeywell BEMS. Both of them
utilize the inEIS platform, which facilitates the communication with the OpenADR VEN client.
For the District – Level DER unit of UCY pilot, the proposed architecture is depicted at Figure 7.2 .

Figure 7.2: UCY DL –DER deployment of DRIMPAC
The architecture of the existing DL – DER management system, which has implemented the IEC 61850
interface and can communicate with the DRIMPAC IEC61850 server, is the following:
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Figure 7.3: UCY DL-DER Management System overview

7.1.2 SOREA Pilot deployment architecture
The DRIMPAC’s deployment architecture at SOREA’s pilot building envelope is the following:

Figure 7.4: SOREA Residential Buildings Deployment of DRIMPAC
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Figure 7.5: SOREA Tertiary layer Deployment of DRIMPAC.
The existing BEMS infrastructure of SOREA pilot tertiary buildings will be also available at D4.5 which
will include the SOREA deployment plan.
7.1.3 SWT Pilot deployment
The DRIMPAC deployment configuration at the SWT Pilot’s facilities (both residential and
commercial), is presented in the following Figures:

Figure 7.6: SWT Residential and Commercial Deployment of DRIMPAC
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Figure 7.7: SWT Tertiary building Deployment of DRIMPAC
For the tertiary building of SWT, additional information will be incorporated at the updated version of
D4.5, which will include the SWT deployment plan of this facility as well.

7.1.4 MyEnergia Pilot
The DRIMPAC deployment configuration at the Residential and Commercial Building Domain of the
MyEnergia Pilot is illustrated in the figure below.

Figure 7.8: MyEnergia Residential and Commercial deployment of DRIMPAC’s architecture
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7.2 Pre – Pilot sites deployment architecture
7.2.1 CERTH/ITI Smart Home Test Bed
As referred in the DoA [1], a pre-validation of DRIMPAC tools and components will be realized at ITI’s
premises, along with the CERTH/ITI Smart Home facility. Main goal of these activities is to validate
the interoperability of the developed tools of DRIMPAC architecture on a testing yet reliable
environment, before the actual deployment on the Pilots.
Specifically, the implementation of the USEF framework along with the IEC61850 server
communication effectiveness will be tested via the implementation of the DR Facilitator layer to the
CERTH/ITI’s Smart Home infrastructure. In addition, the CERTH/ITI Smart Home infrastructure would
be further exploited as a District – level DER pre-validator.

Figure 7.9: CERTH/ITI Smart Home Deployment of the pre-validation DRIMPAC
implementation
7.2.2 Hypertech’s Living Lab
One of the main DRIMPAC’s objectives is to deploy and demonstrate the DRIMPAC system in a
significant number of residential and commercial pilot sites. In order to foresee potential risks,
malfunctions and compatibility issues during the installation and operation phase, thoroughgoing tests
and integration activities will be hosted at Hypertech premises. Therefore, a living lab inside Hypertech
premises for the pre-validation activities will be utilized. Hypertech’s living lab is able to test and
validate all IoT equipment before the final delivery to the pilot sites, all the software modules of the
cloud-based Customer Energy Manager and the full software stack of Smart Box that will act as building
gateway in each one of the pilot sites. Finally, the whole DRIMPAC modelling framework that is related
to the comfort profiling, human-centric demand flexibility extraction and VES implementation will be
evaluated. In Hypertech’s Living Lab, the compatibility and interoperability for a variety of IoT sensing
and controlling devices that can be potentially applied in the pilot sites will be tested individually (more
details available at D3.1 & D4.5).
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Figure 7.10: Hypertech’s Living Lab Deployment Architecture of DRIMPAC pre-validation

8. Integration and Testing Approaches in DRIMPAC
8.1 Integration of DRIMPAC
This section presents the significant aspects concerning the integration approach specific to DRIMPAC
project, based on the architectural design and technological insights gathered in the previous sections.
Different possibilities of integration are investigated in this section and different perspectives are
considered to identify the most feasible solutions for DRIMPAC.

Figure 8.1: DRIMPAC Integration perspective
DRIMPAC framework is expected to support different systems of software, middleware and hardware
components. System integration is defined by Gartner research as the process of creating a complex
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information system that may include designing or building a customized architecture or application,
integrating it with new or existing hardware, packaged and custom software, and communications.
This system requires complex interconnections (equipment and functions); and interoperability
(networks, system, devices, applications, components exchanging a diversity of data in terms of formats,
frequency of generation and delivery).
 Interoperability concept is defined in Standard 2030 as the capability of two or more networks,
systems, devices, applications, or components to externally exchange and readily use information
securely & effectively. The IEEE 2030 also proposes a smart grid interoperability reference model
(SGIRM) and a methodology intended to present interoperable design and implementation alternatives
for systems that facilitate data exchange between smart grid elements, loads, and end-use applications.
SGIRM is a conceptual representation of the smart grid architecture from three perspectives:
 Power systems. A complex system with the main goal of assuring electric power is delivered to all
customers with high reliability and availability, at high power quality, and at a cost, that makes electric
power an economical effective form of energy.
 Communications. The communications technology perspective of the SGIRM supports a broad set
of networks to the smart grid bulk generation, transmission, distribution, and customer domains.
 Data. Views the Smart Grid from the perspective of the IT applications and the data flows associated
with those applications that are used to operate and manage the power system with the main goal of
allowing interoperability of independently developed systems.
Integration concept is defined in Standards 2030 as the moment after data is sensed, securely
communicated, modelled, and analysed, i.e. when the results need to be applied for business
optimization. With smart grids new data gets integrated with existing applications and metadata locked
in legacy systems is made available to provide meaningful context, i.e. data is transformed into
information. This is typically accomplished by enabling systems as services per the classic ServiceOriented Architecture (SOA) model.
Considering the standard recommendations and the DRIMPAC reference architecture a specific
integration design process is proposed; it is based on the following steps:
 System integration design
 Selecting the appropriate approach of integration (conceptual and logical), standards and
protocols (data handling)
 Defining the development environment for integration
 Defining the deployment environment for integration
 Designing the integration process (how the individual components / tools are integrated into the
system within a number of different iterations)
 Implementing the integrated solution (DRIMPAC Integrated prototype)
 Testing of the integration.
The flow described above assumes the existence of all prerequisites together with their capabilities to
adapt to a common framework. In the following section, details about each step to be taken in order to
achieve the proposed integration are depicted.

8.2 Testing of DRIMPAC
This section addresses the relevant aspects concerning the testing stage in DRIMPAC: testing strategy,
test objectives, specific testing approach, testing procedure (guidelines), applicable standards, testing
methodology, Test Case (TC) design and specifications, testing plan, testing deliverables and test results.
Following the results of the integration readiness assessed in the previous section, a reference testing
architecture was drafted. Figure 8.2 illustrates the steps to be taken by each technology provider and/or
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pilot leader to align the testing activities and deliver the results in a standardized manner. Thus, the
results from tools, business scenarios and integration testing would represent the starting point in
drafting the roadmap for a DRIMPAC common environment and describe the forthcoming prototype.

Figure 8.2: Conceptual DRIMPAC reference testing architecture
At the field level the effective data collection from different equipment (e.g. sensors, actuators) deployed
at pilot sites is considered. At pilot level each and every tools is going to be tested by the technology
provider considering the functionalities and performance. Furthermore, as all the tools corresponding to
one particular pilot are interconnected with the filed equipment and the tools are interoperable,
integration testing is in order. Each of the demonstrators would perform the integration testing before
deploying the application on site and run the field trials.
Moreover, a reference testing architecture including the needs of all ten pilot demonstrators is being
drafted together with guidelines and suggestions of running the testing activities. The outcomes of the
testing activities will be the starting point to draft the relevant version of these reports and will draft a
pilot roadmap to adhering to a DRIMPAC common environment. The efforts and the progress done by
each pilot will be documented and become part of the demonstrator accompanying the relevant report.
The testing methodologies to be applied at both tool and pilot solution level are unit testing, integration
testing and performance testing.
 Functional testing (Black Box Testing) is the software testing method in which the internal
structure/design of the tested item is not known to the testers; applicable to functional testing,
scenario testing and simulations.
 Unit testing (White Box Testing) refers to the testing of the software solution’s internal
structure, design and coding and is applicable to unit level and integration level (e.g. web
services).
 Integration Testing tests how parts of the system work are similar to some extent to unit testing.
The major difference between those two testing approaches refers to the fact unit tests are
isolated from other components, while integration tests are not.
 Performance Testing tests how the software application performs given the expected
workload.
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Testing strategy covers the major aspects of testing stage (concepts, principles, deliverables
and work-products) in the context of developing a typical software system.
Testing is an overall context and shows the dependencies between the different tasks, deliverables and
work-products, as follows:
 Defining the goals and objectives of testing stage
 Drafting the testing procedure / process
 Master and detailed test plan.
 Test specification (Test Cases and test scripts)
The testing strategy provides an overview of the scope of testing and includes details about the testing
activities together with the corresponding methodology. Most of the testing principles and practices will
be applied in order to mitigate the project tasks, testing risks and identify their exposure degree. Various
methods and best practices were explored to provide a common approach and terminology when
addressing all levels of testing.
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9. Conclusions
This report presents the DRIMPAC architecture, describing the system’s main building blocks by
providing a comprehensive overview of the ICT modules, their high-level functionality and
interdependencies. The business scenarios have been identified for the actors of the system and these
were translated to generic ICT use cases that are applicable to all pilot sites in order to materialize
implicit and explicit demand response scenarios for residential, tertiary buildings and district-level DER,
which are the technical objectives of the project.
DRIMPAC will utilize the Universal Smart Energy Framework for the interactions between the market
actors (DSO and Aggregator) which gives a number of benefits to the system. Specifically, the
interactions framework has been defined in detail and it is an important step towards standardized market
transactions. In DRIMPAC, since the market actors are the DSO and Aggregator for explicit DR (so
there are no BRP and TSO), the use cases of USEF Flexibility Trading Protocol (UFTP) will be
implemented. These use cases along with their data models and sequence diagrams are reported in the
UFTP specifications document, available online. In addition, the implemented use cases in DRIMPAC
will be reported in detail in D2.4.
The reported generic use cases will be broken down and analyzed in more detail within T4.5 according
to the DoA in order to produce specific test cases for each pilot site, since the actors and assets differ
and so the flexibility capabilities and available forecasting algorithms will differ. However, the reported
generic use cases allow the identification and definition of main ICT modules that are necessary for the
implicit and explicit DR information flow. These modules and components have been specified
following a template structure which comprises the name, description, functionalities, interdependencies
and schematic diagrams, which will lead their development within WP2 and WP3.
It is worth mentioning that, the development and implementation process may lead to modifications or
enhancements in the design and communication details of the components. In such case, the updates
will be reported in deliverables D2.4 “DRIMPAC interoperability layer prototype”, D2.5 “Humancentric flexibility extraction and demand elasticity estimation prototype” and WP3 deliverables, which
are relevant to the development of system applications and user interfaces.
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ANNEX I – OS4ES IEC61850 server
DRIMPAC is an Innovation Action project, and it is foreseen that already developed and available as
open source technology will be used for the ICT implementation. One of these technologies is the IEC
61850 Client-Server open source implementation developed in OS4ES project acting as interface with
district-level DER Management Systems that support the IEC61850 standard. In DRIMPAC the
IEC61850 server will be integrated in a gateway that will allow the communication of DR commands
and messages with DRIMPAC in OpenADR standard. Finally, since OS4ES is open source and the code
is available for project development, it is foreseen that the code will be updated into newer language
versions and development frameworks such as Angular. Below is the high-level architecture of the
OS4ES ICT infrastructure in relation to IEC61850.

OS4ES IEC 61850 Client-Server implementation
The following excerpt is from OS4ES Deliverable 6.1 “Semantic Middleware Architecture
Specification” and describes the IEC 61850 Client-Server usage, communication and data model.
In replace of OS4ES Registry component it is foreseen to handle equivalent queries and operations
in DRIMPAC in DEDMF Database.
“For interoperability reasons, the same extended IEC 61850 data model used in the converted IEC 61850
Servers communicating with the DER components and the Registry of the OS4ES system will be
integrated. Thus, the mapping elements used for the data model translation between the Middleware
data model and the data model of the DER components and the Registry are redundant and can be
eliminated from the overall architecture. What is more, in order to serve all the communication
requirements of the IEC 61850 standard, an IEC 61850 Client will be hosted in every Middleware Client
intended for the Smart Grid applications and will be responsible for triggering any needed
communication with the other OS4ES components for data acquisition or energy requests sending
reasons.
A CIM to IEC 61850 Mapping element will be needed for the translation of the incoming from the
Smart Grid applications CIM messages to IEC 61850 requests targeting corresponding IEC 61850
Servers. The Middleware Conceptual Architecture is provided in the following figure after importing to
the schema all the selected communication technologies and protocols, as well as the changes described
above. As shown in the Reference Conceptual Architecture the Core element of the Middleware system,
the Middleware Server Farm, is replaced with an OS4ES‐XMPP Server Farm which is an XMMP Server
Farm with extended functionality for the Middleware needs. It may consist of one or multiple XMPP
domains (different XMPP Server deployments will be analysed in section 5.1). All the separate
components interfacing with the OS4ES System are enclosed inside OS4ES‐XMPP Clients (previous
Middleware Clients), that are extended XMPP Clients and interact with the Core System through the
TCP/IP network protocol used as a bit‐pipe for end‐to‐end connectivity that will be provided by the
telecommunication network. DER System Components are interfacing with the Middleware though an
IEC 61850 Server.
For DER systems that do not natively use this protocol, the middleware will provide conversion
functionalities as shown in Figure 6 for the case of a DER system using IEC 60870‐5‐104. A similar
approach will be followed in order to accommodate DER systems using alternative protocols. In the
most special case of the Smart Grid applications, the enclosing “extended” XMPP Client is also
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equipped with an IEC Client and a CIM to IEC 61850 Mapping element as part of an Application
Programming Interface (API) exposed to the Smart Grid application. The IEC 61850 Specific
Communication Service Mapping (SCSM) over the XMPP for the communication of the various IEC
Servers and Clients is realized with the IEC 61850‐8‐2 Standard Draft.”
The following excerpt is from OS4ES Deliverable 6.3 “OS4ES middleware implementation”. It is
noted that DRIMPAC partner Hypertech was the main middleware designer and developer of
OS4ES Middleware.
“The Semantic Middleware of the OS4ES platform is the component responsible for performing the
entire realizable message transferring between the separate components of the system and ensuring
reliable and secure message delivery. Playing the role of the central communication layer, the
Middleware Software component will sit between the different peripheral components of the platform
and provide messaging services, such as concurrency, transaction management, threading and
messaging, in order to facilitate all communication processes. Message transactions between different
entities will be based on IEC 61850 protocol and XML-based data models.
During the OS4ES Middleware implementation phase, the reference architecture as specified in
Deliverable 6.1 slightly differentiated (Figure 1). The aforementioned difference focus on the additional
capability the Middleware can offer for communication between the Registry and the OAA applications
through XML over XMPP messages. In this final reference architecture, two kinds of communication
are foreseen,
-

IEC 61850 for communications to and from the all the connected DER systems

-

XML over XMPP for communication between the aggregator application and the registry
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Figure 0.1: OS4ES Middleware Reference Architecture for DER connection to the system.

The conceptual architecture design was driven by the objective to allow the adaptation to any
communication protocol, middleware and the various OS4ES components data models and
communication standards.
The whole design was driven by the fact that the in contradiction to the heterogeneity of the various
components and actors of the system, their interoperability and mediate interaction should be ensured.
The whole architecture is server based; any communication between the clients is done by exchanging
messages over a central server farm.
Based on the analysis and outcomes of previous deliverables of the project, the following technology
selections were made regarding the OS4ES platform components:
-

OS4ES aims to be interoperable with any legacy DER system. The main components of the
OS4ES middleware (the core, conversion layer and registry) will natively use an extension of
the IEC 61850 data model. This provides natural support for DER systems compatible with the
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IEC 61850 protocol. In order to communicate with other DER systems as well, OS4ES will
provide dedicated gateway components, which will provide the necessary conversion
functionality. For the reference implementation this conversion functionality will at least be able
to handle Modbus-based DER systems that are available in the two lab test sites in Bilbao and
Hamburg.
-

XML over XMPP messaging will be also supported by the Middleware in order to address the
communication requirements of the registry and the OAA that cannot be met by IEC 61850 due
to the nature of the message characteristics. For more information please refer to deliverable
6.2.2 of the project.

-

The OAA applications will interact with the middleware using an Application Programming
Interface (API) that is compatible with CIM (IEC 61970). This interface has been described in
deliverable 5.3, which outlines the aggregator applications. The middleware client coupled to
the OAA gateway ensure the smooth communication from the CIM-based OAA application to
the IEC 61850-based DER systems.

The selected communication protocol that will facilitate all the essential communication needs of the
system components will be the Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP) [15]. More details
regarding this choice are available in deliverable 6.1.”
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